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This report summarizes the results of a study performed by the Aeronutronic
Division of Ford Aerospace & Communisations Corporation (FACC) for the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) as part (Task 12) of the Small Community Solar
Thermal Power Experiment, Phase II. The study objectives were to investigate
several aspects of incorporating a thermal energy transport system (ETS) into
a field of parabolic dish collectors for industrial process heat (IPH) applica-
tions. Specific objectives were to;
• Verify the mathematical optimization of pipe diameters and insulation
thicknesses calculated by a JPL computer code.
Verify the cost model developed by JPL for pipe network costs using
conventional pipe network construction.
Develop a design and the associated production costs for incorporating
riser*, and downcomers on a JPL specified Low Cost Concentrator (LCC).
• Investigate the cost reduction of using unconventional pi.pd construction
technology. This investigation was an uncontracted effort performed
by FACE in connection with this study.
These objectives were accomplished by a detailed analysis of the pipe network
design and costs for a particular IPH application, specifically solar thermally
enhanced oil recovery (STEOR). The selected application has been under study
by Exxon Research and Engineering Company, Linden, New Jersey and involves the
hybrid operation of a solar powered steam generator in conjunction with a steam
generator using fossil-fuels to generate STEOR steam for the wells in Exxon's
Edison Field, located near Bakersfield, California.
The STEOR application provided a baseline pipe network geometry used for
optimization studies of pipe diameter and insulation thicknessy and for devel-
opment of comparative cost data. It also provided operating parameters for
the design of riser/downcomer modifications to the Low Cost Concentrator (LCC).
P
1.2 SUMMARY OF RESULTS
The JPL methodology and mathematical procedures for optimization of pipe net-
work diameters and insulation thicknesses are substantially validated by com-
paring results calculated by the JP', code with those computed for an identical
case (pipe network geometry and cost model) using a FACC-derived optimization
code based on a different mathematical approach. The comparison was based on
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*^f
A detailed design and cost analysis of the solar thermally enhanced oil
rozov+=ry (,TUOR) pipe network i,howa that the pipe network costs compare reason-
raAbly ,!ll (within 20;x) with those predicted by the JPL cost model. PACC rerom-
-tt enjo a minor modification in tile way which the JrL code calculates tire coat
of tn(,, rtnal expansion joints which will bring the cost comparison within 10
Other than this auggeated change in calculation technique the JPL
.6nv#!ntz,onal pipe network cost model is substantially verified based on the
r^s=alts of this Study.
The non-contracted FACC study conducted as part of this overall effort shows
that the introduction of various non-conventional pipe network construction
techniques can reduce the conventional costs by about 33 %. The techniques
which offer the reduction are:
a Use of flexible hose to replace field constructed expansion joints
• Use of pile driven prefabricated pipe supports
• Use of field shop construction and autocrated welding equipment
in addition a buried pipe approach is described herein which may offer large
potential cost reductions.
The addition of risers and downcomers to the LCC presents a significant
cost increase ($29/m2 ) to the overall Ml system costs. The h,-h costs are
a particular problem with`the LCC due to its design characteristics which
increase the difficulty of providing flexible gimbal lines at the azimuth and
elevation joints. The LCC design characteristics which contribute to the
difficulty are: 1) the large separation between elevation and azimuth axes,,
2) the Large diameter azimuth wheel and track design, and 3) the unique outboard
location of the elevation trunnions which are designed solely for inverting
the dish.
Risers and downcomers for more conventional dishes show significant cost
reductions since the orthogonal axes are generally co-located. It is estimated,
for example, that riser/downcomer costs for a single post design could be
reduced between 40 and 50 percent based on a design rationale presented i1
this report.
	 :,,
A more detailed summary of the conclusions and recommendations of the study












2.1 STATEMENT. OF WORK
The key requirements of the JPL Statement of Work are summarized in Table 2--1.
The work is divided into Tasks A and B. Task A includes aaaessment of the
JPL piping methodology (computer code) and verification of the JPL conventional
cost model. Task B includes the design :)f modifications to the SCSE (EH-1)
solar electric system to incorporate IPH features, developing costs for the
modifications, and generating pipe network costs parametrically as a function
of IPH temperature and plant size.
Task A
The JPL pipe network optimization methodology u tilizes a Lagrange multiplie r
method for calculating the pipe diameters and insulation thickness of individual
pipe segments. This was used to find the minimum overall pipe network costs.
The computed pipe diameters, lengths, and insulation thicknesses were .thee
applied to the JPL conventional construction coat model to calculate the cost
of the thermal t 4,twmport network.
A pipe network optimization computer program based on a different mathematical
approach was devel eined by FACC. Both the FKACC And JPL programs were used to
calculate the baseline STEOR pipe/insulation sizes and cost (based on the JPL
conventional cost model). Assessment of the JPL optimization methodology con-
sisted of comparing the results of these two codes.
Evaluation of the JPL conventional cost model was accomplished by comparing
the results of a detailed cost analysis of the baseline STEOR pipe network
with those predicted by the JPL cost model.
Task B
The major modification to the SCSE system required for its use in the selected
IPH application would be the addition of riser/downcomer assemblies to the
dish (no significant modifications will be requireed for the receiver to be
used for steam generation) *
 These assemblies must be capable of accommodating
the dish motion about the elevation/azimuth gimbals.
The portion of Task B related to the parametric development of pipe network
cost estimates as a function of IPH temperature and plant size was addressed
by using the FACC pipe network optimization code and the JPL conventional cost
model. Temperature variation was examined by generating pipe network costs
for the baseline STEOR application and for two other oil field pressures cor-
responding to two lower steam temperatures. The variation of plant size was
examined by maintaining the baseline STEOR temperature/pressure conditions,
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FACC also conducted additional work to enhance the overall effort an indi-
cdted by the items in Table 2-1 flagged with an asterisk. 	 The use of uncon-
ventional pipe network construction technology was studied and evaluated as
part of Task A.
	
The cost benefits derived from these approaches were incorporated
as modifications to the conventional cost matrix in order to predict potential
` reductions in pipe network costa.
^x As part of the parametric study conducted in Task T3, an additional case was
computed based on the use of advanced, reduced cost, construction techniques.
STRUCTURE OF STUDY2,2.
The various elements of the IPH study have been addressed by selecting a
baseline IPH application which provided the input data and require.ttents for
'► all of the tasks to be performed.	 Figure 2-1 illustrates the interrelationship
between the selection of the baseline xpil application and the work elements
comprising the overall study effort.	 +
All elements were keyed to the baseline solar thermal enhanced oil recovery
(STEOR) application.	 The requirements of this application were used to size the
` solar collector field and define the thermal process parameters: 	 pressure,
temperature,	 and flow aces	 Vh. baselinep_--__	 ......,.«,.,.,..^	 -^ ►^^ ^a„^+i.^e field gCVCUes4 =y xsnu thermal properties
I were then specified in both JPL and FACC computer cosies. 	 These were 4 ed to
calculate the pipe diameters and insulation thicknesses which in turn yielded
` minimum cost of the pipe network system*.
	
A favorable coeparison of the two sets
of diameters and thicknesses served as a mutual validation of the two codes,
thereby satisfying part of the Task A study requirement.
The # remainder of Task A was completed by using the field geometry'ppe
f sizes, and insulation thicknesses calculated in the baseline optimization as
-the basis For generating an actual pipe network design.
	 This involved the
specification of fittings, valves, expansion joints, pipe guides, and anchors
for the network.
	
A bill of material was constructed and a detailed, bottoms-up
costing of labor and material elements performed.	 These costs were entered into
' a cost matrix from which the total network cost,was computed using appropriate
labor rates, taxes, and indirzct charges.
	 The resulting pipe network cost was
compared to the corresponding cost predicted by the JPL model as part of the
earlier pipe network optimization computer code Verification task. 	 An analysis
and_evaluation of these results provided the basis for verification of the JPL
conventional cost model.
L3 The additional (uncontract.d) effort performed as part of Task A was to
identify and evaluate several unconventional or advanced approaches to pipe
network construction which have the potential of reducing construction costs.
t+ This was accomplished by modifying the conventional coat matrix: to account for
the benefit of alternate low cost construction techniques and computing the
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resultant pipe network costs for comparison with the conventional construction
cost estimate.	 Two of the advanced construction techniques, automated welding
and prefabricated pipe supports, had been previously identified in JPL studies.
Two other approaches were originated by FACC.
As shown in Figure 2-1, Task B was accomplished by performing a detailed
design of the riser/downcomer assembly for the JPL-specified Low Cost Concen-
trator (LCC) using the baseline STEOR thermal parameters and flowrate require-
ments. Figure 2-1 identifies this task as the LCC flexible gimbal joint design:.
^h	 A cost analysis of the detailed riser/downcomer design was then prepared.
The second portion of Task B, the parametric study, used the baseline STEOR
network and heat requirement, but recomputed the flowrates to correspond tor
two lower field pressures and temperatures.. 	 The lower temperature STEOR
requirements were then input to the FACC pipe optimization code which re-
optimized the pipe and insulation sizes and recomputed the pipe network cost
for the reduced temperature conditions. 	 The JPL conventional cost model was
used for the pipe network cost calculation.
The baseline STEOR network and parametric analyses were computed using a
JPL specified coot-of-energy of $1500/kW t .	 JPL later requested that the para-
metric study cases be reoptimized using a cost-of-energy of $500/kW t .	 Para-
metric results were, therefore, calculated for' both cost-of-energy values.
i
The baseline STEOR case was also modified to study the effect-of a larger
network size (by 4.8 times) for the same tempera ture/pressure conditions as
^f the baseline case. 	 This larger size corresponds to the , solar system required
completely replace the annual steam output of a fossil fuel generator..; *to
An additional computer analysis (uncontracted work) was performed to deter-
mine the cost of the baseline STEOR pipe network using the JPL advanced (or
unconventional) pipe network cost model.
2.3
	
SELECTION OF BASELINE IPH APPLICATION
A realistic solar IPH application was selected to define the field geometry
and thermal :requirements for the baseline pipe network. 	 Potential process
heat applications for the baseline case were identified at the SERI Solar
"Industrial Process Heat Conference held in Houston, Texas during December 16-19 ) r
r 1980.	 A review of the potential applications showed that most were either
too small (repowering of food processing plants, etc.) or too constrained by
interfacing requirements with existing plant equipment or plant real estate R
limitations to be well suited to the purposes of this study.	 The exceptions
were the STEOR applications described below.
` 2.3.1	 EXKON APPLICATION
t An application which appeared well suited to the objectives of this study
was the solar thermal technology for enhanced oil recovery application
described in a special presentation made by the Solar Thermal Systems Division
xrrf of Exxon Enterprises, at the SERI IPH Meeting.
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of steam into oil fields is used to increase the production of heavy oil - like
that found in southern California - from less than 107. to as much as 50% of
the oil in place. The increases are currently realized by using steam produced
f	 from burning fossil fuels. The technique used is one in which steam is con-
tinuously injected into injection wells to force out oil in adjacent or producing
wells. A considerable potential for energy savings exists because from one-
sixth to oae-third of the oil recovered is normally used to fire the fossil
fueled steam generators.
The Exxon application is
southeast of Bakersfield, C
'requirements are reasonably
oil fields, except that the
in the area.
based on the Edison Field located about seven miles
allifornia, as shown in Figure 2^2. The Edison field
representative of 'Kern County, California heavy
steam injection pressure is among the highest found
Separate investigations have been conducted by Exxon on the technical and
economic feasibility of solar thermal technologies for enhanced oil recovery
applications at the Edison field. Under DOE Contract No. DE-ACO3-79CS30307,
an Exxon-led team investigated the us0 of line focusing distributed receiver
systems. Also Exxon was a subcontractor to Martin-Marietta on a team which
examined Oie use of heliostat central receiver systems under DOE Contract No.
DE-ACO3-79SF10737. These studies suggested that solar energy systems could
be technically capable of displacing fossil energy for enhanced oil recovery.
Predicted system economic performance was highly dependent on uncertain future
factors including: energy displaced, capital and operating costs, special tax
and regulatory incentives, and displaced fossil energy cost determinants includ-
ing taxes and escalation. A preliminary market screening analysis of California
oil reservoirs indicated a significant potential for solar applications.
FACC contacted Exxon Enterprises for additional information on the STEOR
application. Exxon was very helpful and provided copies of the final report
for the line focusing distributed receiver system study. When the intent of
the pipe network study was explained, Exxon suggested a "starter" solar system,
for which they had examined alternate solar collection technologies: 1) central
receiver heliostats, 2) line focusing troughs }
 and 3) point focusing dishes.
In the "starter" system application, a solar powered system would work in
parallel with a fossil fueled steam generator to deliver steam continuously
to the injection l ells. The solar unit was sized to supply or replace about
20% of the annual fossil fuel steam generator output, rated at 25 MB.TU/hour.
At conditions of maximum infomation the solar generator contributes about 75%
of the ; total steam generation and the fossil fuel unit is modulated to contri-
bute the 25% balance. During the night, or conditions of zero insomation,
all the steam is provided by the fossil fuel unit.
Table 2-2 summarizes the basic requirements of the STEOR requirement. The
hybrid mode of operation has been described in conversations with Exxon Enter-
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The Low Cost Concentrator (L,'^) development: by General Electric Company
was designated by JPL as the ba r)(Alne dish for the present IPH study. 	 The
LCC was selected by JPL because it has well documented design characteristics.
Table 2-3 summarizes the LCC dish spacing and Held sizing parameters used
to determine the baseline fieldeocnetry. 	 A simplified layout of the field
is shorn in Figure 2-% i
Ideally, the optimum sizing and geometry of a dish-solar array should take
into account all of the system cost elements, including the cost of seal estate,
the pipe-network costs and thermal and shading losses. 	 Selection of the base-
line field geometry did not include the cost of real estate. 	 Instead,	 the
field was'made as compact as possible to minimize the lengths of pipe required,
but with sufficient spacing between dishes io:'!.
(1)	 Have acceptable mutual shading losses from adjacent dashes and, 11
(2)	 forPermit truck access 	 construction and maintenance.
br iefanal ys is
 
	 shadin g	 performed	 r variation 1
e variouswith ground coverrat,o(packingdensity) and f r northsouth(LNS)
and east-west (LEW) spacings (expressed in dish diameters). 	 The results or?.
this study are -documented in Appendix A.
	 The results show that a ground cover
ratio of 0.42 and a 1.25 LNS -x 1.50 LEW dish spacing will result in an annual
shading loss of about 8 percent.
	 When this shading loss was combined with
the LCC collection efficiency and a nominal allowance made for-thermal losses
(see Table 2-3),
	 the field size calculated to satisfy the STEOR thermal require-
', meet was 72-1/2 dishes. 	 For purposes of this study a 72 dish, 9x8 field array
was used as shown in Figure 2-3. 	 This field geometry is about the most compact'
considered practical within the constraints of vehicle access and acceptable
shading losses. j
The pipe network configuration consists of 18 identical feeder lines, each
servicing four dishes and oriented in a north-south direction.
	 The feeders sup-
ply (and tap) a centralized header which discharges at the east end of the field.
The orientation of feeder and header lines was derived by minimizing the number
^ of pipe sizes and the summed product of diameter times length for the various
segments, both.of which translate directly to pipe network cost.
2 3.3	 T	 CONVERSION PROCESSESHERMAL E 
The optimum thermal process for converting treated and pressurized feedwater
to saturated steam at the solar field discharge header was not self-evident.. J`.
' In earlier studies of trough collector fields for an Edison field application, t.
Exxon Enterprises had considered several thermal processes.	 These were re-
evaluated for the dish-solar system., 	 Table 2-4 lists	 the three thermal con-
f
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TABLE 2-3. BASELINE CASE FIEL D
 GEOMETRY
• SHADING	 1.25 LNS x 1.50 LEW (0.83 AR) SELECTED AS OPTIMUM DISH
CONSIDERATIONS: SPACING FOR 0.45 PACKING FRACTION
- THIS GEOMETRY CONSIDERED MINIMUM SPACING FOR DISH
CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE OF FIELD
- ANNUAL SHADING LOSS - 8 PERCENT
• FIELD SIZING:	 LCC 12m DIA DISH, 71COL " 0.68, AC	 113.1. m2
SHADING LOSS, 71SHADE = 0.92
THERMAL TRANSPORT LOSS 1)ETS = 0.98
ANNUAL INSOLATION, H = 2270 KWH/m2 - YEAR (FRESNO TMY)
ANNUAL HEAT LOAD, QR
 = 11.42 x 106 KWH/YEAR
NUMBER DISHES REQUIRED:
N = QR/AC 71COL 71SHADE 71ETS H
= [11.42x10°/(113.1)(0,68)(0.92)(0.98)(2270)
72.5 DISHES

















































o	 FLASH SEPARATOR. HIGH PRESSURE (1200 PSI) 1,	 RESULTS IN ONLY
WATER DIRECT HEATED TO 2 PERCENT OF WATER
600°F IN SOLAR RECEIVERS. CONVERTING TO STEAM.
FLASHED (THROUGH VALVE) TO
WATER/STEAM AT 850 PSIA. 2.	 LARGE FLAW RATE AND
TRANSPORT LOSSES,
•	 UNFIRED BOILER HEAT TRANSFER FLUID 1.	 LOW STRESS UNPRES-
(THERMINOL. 88) HEATED' IN SURIZED PIPE
RECEIVERS AND PASSED IN NETWORK.
SERIES THROUGH CENTRAL
BOILER AND FEED WATER 2.	 EFFICIENCY VERY
HEAT EXCHANGER. SENSITIVE TO TEM-
PERATURE OF DELIV-
ERED H.T. FLUID,









DIRECT GENERATION 70 OF FEEDWATER PUMPED TO 1.	 NO NEED TO INSU-
OF 850 PSI STEAM 850 PSI AND CONVERTED LATE FEED WATER
WITHIN RECEIVER. DIRECTLY TO STEAM WITHIN LINES.
INDIVIDUAL RECEIVERS.















TABLE 2-4. STEOR THERMAL CONVERSION PROCESSES
CONSIDERCD FOR BASELINE IPH NETWORK
Ppan Is
or pOOR QUALI
Flash Separator. The flash separator consists of heating water pressurized




through a central expansion valve where it is isenthalpically expanded to 850
psia to produce a liquid/vapor mixture. However, this process results' In only
4
	
	 2% of the water converting to steam. The residual water must then be rrpumped
to 1200 Asia and returned to the individual receivers for reheat. The large
flowrates and heat losses which result from this process eliminated it from
F f	 further consideration.
rY^'	 Unfired Boiler. The second process considered was an unfired boiler in which
't	 low pressure heat transfer fluid is circulated through the solar field and steam
^ is enerated in two centrally located heat exchange units. A schematic of this
approach is shown in Figure 2-4. Two separate heat exchangers are required,
a feedwater heater and a boiler.
The apparent advantage of the unfired boiler approach is that the pipe trans-
port network is unpressurized. In the particular STEOR application selected,
;F	 this benefit is greatly offset by the upper operating temperature limit of the
O	 heat exchange fluid which results in low temperature differentials across the
heat exchangers and large flowrates and line sizes. Figure 2-5 shows the problems
encountered with the unfired boiler heat exchanger. Therminol 88 was selectad
{	 for the heat transfer fluid because it has one ofothe highest operating temperature
A	 capabilities of all the available commercial candidates. From Figure 2-b¢
it is obvious that the temperature of Therminol leaving the boiler must exceed'
527 0F steam saturation temperature. if the boiler inlet temperature of the
Therminol (TH) is set by the maximum service temperature of the fluid - about
Pit
	
	 750OF - and the exit temperature (Tg) set above the saturation temperature
(e.g.; 5270F), the boiler effectiveness was a reasonable value of about 0.80.




where QB is the latent heat of vaporization required to vaporize the steam
flowrate required for TBOR injection. Note that all values of Equation (1)
are relatively fixed; Q B by the thermal load requirements, TIC by the upper
operating temperature limit for Therminol, and TB by the saturation temperature
of the steam.
In the series-connected heat exchanger arrangement shown in Figure 2-4 the
mass flowrates of both Therminol and w,rater are fixed by the boiler heat exchange,
and hence the inlet and discharge temperature of both water and Therminol, in
the feedwater heater is also fixed. Figure 2-5B shows t,ia variation of Ther-
minol return temperature to the solar field as a function of discharge temper-
ature from the field for two assumed boiler efficiencies. Also shown is the
e	 variation in required flowrate of Therminol, nondimensionalized in terms of
the steam flowrate. As shown in Figure 2-5B, operation at the highest tempera-
f'
	
	 Cure allowed for Therminol 88 results in a flowrate requirement six times that
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The primary disadvantage. of the unfired boiler is that large flowrates
of fluid (Thermi.nol 88) are require' to achieve the desired heat transfer.
This results in large pipe sizes, and a larger volume of heat transfer fluid.
In addition to the more expensive pipe and fluid, the cost of the two heat
exchangers should also be assigned to the pipe network cost.
Direct Generation of Steam in Receiver
Direct generation of steam within the solar receiver is shown schematically
in Figure 2-6. The disadvantage of this approach is that the entire p ipe net-
work and receiver must be pressurized to 850 psig. however, pressurized steam
pipe networks are very common industrial installations and are routinely con .-
structed of carbon steel pipe. The ASME Standard Codc for Pressure Piping
for schedule 80 pipe allows A-53B and A-106B carbon steel pipe to operate at
temperatures to 600 OF and pressures of 1200 Asia. At a temperature of 8000F
the allowable pressure is 800 psia.
The direct heated receiver VACC has developed during the SCSE Phase 11 prow
gram is designed to heat toluene at supercritical pressure (=650 psia) to a
temperature of 750 1F. Examination of the receiver design indicates it is struc-
turally capable of operating with 527 0F steam at 850 psg at about one-half
the allowable ASME stress level.
As „d_.....,4d in Tabl e 2-4 tbc aa.ceGC generation of steam w ithin the receivers.
has the benefits that there is no need to insulate the £eedwater supply Lines,
and no need to provide additional heat exchanger units as in the case of the
t	 unfired boiler.
Comparative Pipe Network Costs-
In order to make a comparison of the pipe network costs For the unfired boiler
with that for the direct generation of steam, the data for both approaches was
input to the FACC pipe network optimization program. This program incorporated
the .TPL conventional pipe network cost model. The 72-dish network geometry
was the same as shown in Figure 2-3 1
 except that an equal north-south and east-
west spacing of 1.5 dish diameters was t., red, which did not affect the comparison;
(The dish spacing was later refined to a more compact field for the baseline
network.) The results of the optimization for the two thermal processes are
presented in Table 2-5 and show clearly that direct generation of steam in
the receivers has about a 28 percent lower pipe network cost. The costs of
feedwater and boiler heat exchangers were not included in the cost of the unfired
boiler (Therminol 88) pipe network costs; these would drive the cost comparison
even more to the approach of direct generation of steam within the receivers.
Thus, direct generation of steam was the thermal process selected for the base -
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'it JPL pipe network optimization cede uses the input data for the pipe
n '` 4*`+='k geometry and thermal input/output requirements, and calculates the
tT-'-= '•'<xs and insulation thicknesses of the individual pipe segments to yield
a =r"vmim overall pipe network cost.' The minimization process includes the
rI) Cost of installed pipe
Cost of insulation surrounding the pipe
Cost of energy (or power) loss by heat conduction
,^4) Cost of energy required to pump the fluid
^.) Cost of the fluid which fills the network.
3 "21k'';4r portion of Task A of the Statement of Work was for FACC to indepen-
^-' 'verify the JPL pipe optimization code. The procedure by which this
was accomplished 'is summarized in Table 3-1.
- N CONTRACTUAL WORK
^:dicated in Table 3-1 the verification process was started on a precon-
r =sue ti basis. JPL supplied their pipe optimization code and documentation
tc =
	 for review. In addition JPL supplied the input data for a 512-dish
nerd-,,•. These inputs included the data for the five cost elements of the
P i=- 'a; ---b work identified at the beginning of this section. The cost-of-energy
rem=`---'r to pump fluid or to evaluate thermal losses was specified as $1500/kWt.
=+`^ 'reviewed the JPL supplied documentation, generated a FACC optimization .
cep
	used a different mathematical approach, and performed comparative
of =--^= ^stion calculations on the 512-dish network using the JPL and FACC codes.
Ems==%- ion of the JPL mathematical optimization showed that the equations for
cam, ---= ing friction and heat loss were conventional relationships.
anathematical optimization procedure used by FACC was based on a Lagrange
mss = er technique, in which the optimization of the insulation thickness
wa.a
	 from the optimization of the pipe diameter. The detail s' of the
used are described in Appendix B. FACC utilized a different mathema-
ti(Z.X- -47vproach than JPL for determining the minimum pipeline cost (Appendix B) .
The
	 approach, summarized in Table 3-2, minimized the total cost function
for' Z^4 -- = pipe segment by setting to zero the partial derivatives of total cost
Wz^:=	 to diameter (di) and with respect to insulation thickness (Si).
The =t==iilt was a coupled pair of transcendental' equations in di and. bi. These
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equations were solved independently for erelv pipe segriont and the resultant
diameters and thicknesses were used to compute the minimum value of the total,
cost function.
An existing FACC pipe network code was modified to incorporate the optimtza-
tion technique described above; as part of the precontr;actual effort. The case
of the 512-disli network specified by JPL was then optimized using both the
FACC and the JPL codes. A comparison of the results is presented in Appendix B
and shows that the two codes are in good agreement, with the minimum network
pipe cost agreeing within one-half percent. Clot side pipe sizes and insulation.
distributions compared reasonablv well, but minor disagreements were obtained
Of
between the cold side diameters calculated by the two codes. The=se disagree-
ments became more pronounced in subsequent verification comparisons of the
baseline STEOlt application and are discussed later in this section.
3.2 CONTRACTCD OPTIMIZATION CODE VERIFICATION
As described in Section 2.2 the baseline IP11 network vas used as an addi-
tonal case for mutual. verification of the JPL and FACC pipe network optimiza-
tion codas. The pipe network geometry shown in Figurer 2-3 was input to both
codes along with the steam system thermal inputs shown on Figure 2-fi. There
was no cold aide insulation since 70 OF feedwater was uand.
3.2.1 BASELINE APPLICATION RESULTS
Table 3-3 compares the pipe diameters and insulation thicknesses calculated
by the two codes for the baselines STEOR pipe. -network. A comparison of the
ca'Aculated hot side pipe diameters and insulation thicknesses shows very good
agreement, however, the agreement for the cold side pipe diameters was not ,good.
For example, the smallest cold side pipe diameter calculated by the FACC code
is 0.234 inch and is 0.160 inch for the JPL code (see Table: 3-3). The reason
is discussed in Paragraph 3.2.2.
The cost comparison shown in Table 3-3 indicates agreement within About
5%, which is reasonably good.
3,.2.2 JPL COUPLING EFFECTS
The essential features of each code are compared in Table 3-4. The source
of the difference was found to be due to the mathematical coupling of hot and
cold side diameters in the JPL code. If the cold side network optimization
is decoupled from the hot side optimization, the JPL code calculates the cold
side pipe sizes shown in the last column of Tables 3.3. The recalculated cold
side diameters are then in much better agreement with the FACC code results.
Table 3-5 is a summary of the pipe sire and pipe network costs calculated
by F,he two codes. Good agreement is obtained when t,ae optimization of pipe
size and insulation thicknesses on the hot and cold side- are decoupl:ed in the
JPL code.
	 A alight improvement in network. costs (which were already in reason-
ably good agreement, as indicated above;) is achieved by this decoupling.
	 The
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attributed to the fact that the optimization procedure of the JPL code is not
mathematically exact; that is t
 the decoupl'ing of the pipe diameter optimization
from the insulation thickness optimization introduces a certain degree of
approximation into the results. The FACC procedure avoids mathematical approxi-
motions and yields a lower value for the optimized network cost.
3.2.3 STANDARD PIPE SIZES
In the comparisons of the JPL and FACC optimization codes described above
tho minimum cost pipe was first calculated based on the computed minimum inside
pipe diameter. The FACC program also has the capability to select the diameter
which yield the minimum cost from a table of standard pipe sizes (using the
appropriate pipe schedule). The results shown in Table 3-6 for the baseline
STEM network compare pipe diameters and costs for optimum networks constructed
of mathematical and standard pipe sizes. Table 3-6 shows the total d;ost of a
network constructed of standard pipe sizes is $78.53/kW t versus $73:60/kW t for
a network constructed of mathematical sizes, or 6.7 parcent higher. The total
nyntem cost includes all system costs, both capital as well as the cost of
loot energy due to friction and heat loss.
3.2.4 COST OF ENERGY
The cost of lost energy is part of the pipe network optimization code input
data. In the 512-dish network input data originally supplied by JPL for the
pro-contractual efforts the cost of energy was assessed at $1500/kWt . This
value was used in computing the pipe diameters and insulation thicknesses
for the baseline STEOR pipe network design and also for detailed analysis of
cot:ventional construction costs (discussed below). Near the end of this study
JPL requested that parametric gptimization results be generated using a cost-
of-energy of $1500/kW t
 and $500/kW t . The influence of specified cost-of-energy
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CONVENTIONAL CONSTRUCTION COST MODEL
The second part of Task A of this study was to verify the JPL cost model for
Ipil thermal transport based on the use of conventional pipe network construc-
tion technology. This was accomplished by using the baseline STEOR pipe network
geometry shown in Figure 2-3 and the optimize. standard (real) pipe diameters
and insulation thicknesses shown in Table 3-6 to construct a detailed pipe
network. This network included a specification of the pipe, fittings, valves,
expansion joints, pipe supports, and insulation. From the detailed pipe net-
work design a bill of material, was constructed and material and labor costs
were estimated. This bottoms-up cost estimate of the network was then compared
to the costs predicted by the .APL conventional cost model.
4.1 PIPE NETWORK DETAILED DESIGN
Figure 4-1 shows a layout of the baseline STEOR pipe network. As shown in
Figure 4-1 (and previously tin Figure 2-3) the network consists of an 8x9 dish
array with four dishes connected to eighteen north-south running feeder lines.
Each feeder line is connected to four dishes and consists of both the feadwater
supply and steam discharge pipe. The eighteen feeders are connected to a cen-
tral east-west header running the length of the field and discharge at the
east end of the field. The feedwater supply line runs parallel to the steam
lines except they span the steam-line expansion joints.
Figure 4-2 shows two of the feeder
feeders. The north-south axis of the
easier presentation. The outer circle
diameter, of the oncrete pad on which
lines which are typical of all eighteen
feeders has been rotated 90 degrees for
at each dish location represents the
the LCC is mounted.
Arrangement of Pipe Anchors
The riser/downcomer design discussed in Section 7 emerges at the edge of
each pad and enters the feeder line using welded 3,000 lb 'sockolet' fittings
of the type shown in Figure 4-3. The feeder lines are anchored at the point
where the riser/downcomer enters the dish. The anchor is a reinforced steel
concrete pillar to which the steam feeder line is welded and the water line
is clamped. A similar pipe anchor, shared by both water and steam lines, is
located on each header at the location where opposing feeder lines penetrate
the header. Details of' the construction are given in Section 5.
Pipe Size
All pipe in the proposed network is schedule 80 type A-106B or A-53B carbon
steel. The ASME Standard Code for Pressure Piping specifies an allowable stress














































































































Fittings selected for pipe sized up to 2-1/2 inch nominal diameter were the
welded 'sockolet' design. This type of fitting is more expensive than butt-
welded .fittings but requires less labor for joint preparation, installation
and welding. Characteristics of the sockolet design and line penetration are
shown in Figure 4-3. The sockolet fitting would be used in place of tees at
the penetration points of risers and downcQmers into feeders, and penetrations
of feeders into headers. sockolet unions were assumed to'occur over every
20 ft span of pipe not otherwise interrupted by a reducer, elbow, or tee.
Expansion Joints
Approximately 2.5 inches of thermal expansion will occur between the anchor
points of each feeder line and 3.0 inches between the anchor points on each
header. This expansion was accommodated by field fabricated expansion joints
constructed of elbo+as and straight sections of pipe. The construction of an
expansion joint involves at least eight elbow welds and also the placement
of additional pipe supports to support the offset sections of pipe.
The expansion joint dimensions for the baseline STSOR network were selected
by calculating the maximum combined (pressure plus bending) pipe stresses and
axial loads for a range of pipe diameters and joint dimensions as shown in
Figure 4--4. The design points, indicated by the circles in Figure 4-4, were
selected to provide some uniformity of construction while affording comfortable
, margins Hof stress. The use of factory fabricated 'omega-shaped' joints was also
nvestijated as an alternative to the field fabricated expansion joints. The
design curves used to size and cost the omega joints are shown in Figure 4-5.
Pipe Guides
In addition to the anchors some guide-type pipe supports will be required
to support the weight of the pipe against bending. For example, a roller type
guide will be required at both ends of the field-fabricated expansion joints
as well as at the middle of the joint to support the offset sections of pipe.
Since these guides require a concrete support pillar, the pillar is also used
to mount a simple wate., line pipe support (shown in Section 5 1
 Figure 5-3A).
In the case of the steam lines the larger pipe diameter yields a stiffness
(high section modulus) such that the distance between anchors and pipe guides
used to support the expansion joints provides sufficient vertical support to
the steam line. However, calculations presented in Figures 4-6 and 4-7 show
that additional guide-type pipe supports are required at more frequent spacing
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FIGURE 4 -4, LOADS AND STRESSES FOR FIELD CONSTRUCTED EXPANSION JOINTS
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f Valves
Shutoff vc?.ves were assumed to be required to shut off the water and steam
lines to each dish (144 valves) as well as to each feeder line (36 valves).
! Hand operated socket welded globe valves were specified at all locations. 	 In
addition it was assumed that each steam line would include a pressure relief
valve (18 valves).	 A valve was not used at the ,steam header discharge point,
but a 2-inch main feedwater inlet valve was specified 	 as well as a main water-
line checkvalve.
All valves were assumed to be hand operated types, but it is likely that
some valves in a real application would be automatically operated and inte-
grated into the overall control system.
	 Since this study did not address the
control aspects o f the IPH application,	 the cost for addition of automatic
pneumatic or ele;:romechanical valve operators 	 was not included as a pipe
network cost.
Insulation
The steam line was insulated using molded high temperature calcium silicate
insulation. This material was specified because of the 530 OF steam application.
The insulation would be field installed over the pipes and valves using standard
thicknesses that most closely approximate the thicknesses calculated by the pipe-
network optimization computer code. A field installed, prefabricated aluminum
jacket would be used to weather-seal the insulation.
4.2 COSTING ASSUMPTIONS
The purpose of specifying a detailed design for the baseline STEOR piping
i
	
	 network was to conduct a detailed, bottoms-up cost analysis with which to com-
pare similar cos%s obtained from the JPL cost model for conventional pipe con-
struction. The cost estimating assumptions used in perfos rming this task are
listed in Table 4-1. Conventional field construction would be used to perform
all tasks on the pipe network construction site. This includes all cutting
and preparation (end beveling, etc.) of pipe, and welding of pipe joints and
the joints of the fittings and valves. The foundations and pillars for pipe
supports would be reinforced concrete with the concrete poured into hand framed
forms or preformed fiber 'sonotubes'. The pipe insulation would be premolded
M	 sections installed in the field.
The majority of pipe network material and labor costs were obtained from
General Construction Cost Estimating, Volumes 1 and 3 1
 Richardson Engineering
Services, Inc., San Marcos, California, 1980. Some of the material costs in
this reference were independently checked by consulting suppliers or supplier's
catalogs. A formal quotation was obtained on mill-run quantities of A-106 and
A-53 pipe and the responses are presented in Appendix D. The independent checks
of material prices indicated that the Richardson estimating costs may be a few
percent high, which probably reflects a nominal allowance for delivery of
materials.
L'	 39r
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no allowances for contingencies such as remote site travel, hazard pay, or
other factors. The indirect cost is the contractor's overhead cost. A sales
tax of six percent was assumed on all material, and 1.5 percent allowed for the
cost of insurance and performance bonds. A contractor's profit of 10 percent
was included.
^I	 4.3 COST DATA
As previously stated the majority of material and labor cost data was obtained
from the Richardson book. However this reference did not have data for the two
items of the construction costs discussed below, i.e., insulation and inspection.
Insulation
Premolded calcium-silicate insulation was used for the steam line because
the 530 OF condition precludes use of slightly less expensive insulating
materials (e.g., fiberglass). A quotation was solicited from INDASCOp.Ine.,
for the insulation sizes required on the oaseline network. A quotation was
also obtained for aluminum weather seal jacketing for the insulation. A copy
of the INDASCO quotation is presented in Appendix D. The labor to field install
the insulation and weather seal was estimated with the assistance of FACC plant
engineering personnel. A direct labor rate of $9/hr was applied to the esti-
mated labor hours.
The JPL conventional cost model uses an insulation cost of $20 per cubic
foot to account for material and direct labor for all pipe sizes. The FACC
data for insulation was recomputed on a cubic foot basis and the cost distribu-
tion versus nr)minal pipe diameter is shown in Figure 4-8. The lower line of
The figure shows the insulation material cost for straight sections of pipe.
An additional material cost allowance of 10 percent was used to acco+int for
insulation around valves and fittings as shown by the second lowest line.
To this was added the cost of aluminum jacketing to arrive at the total insula-
tion material cost. Direct labor for installation was added to arrive at total
insulation cost. The JPL estimate of $20/cubic foot is shown for reference.
The JPL estimate appears to be'lower for small pipe sizes, but nears the FACC
cost for larger pipe sizes.
Inspection
Inspection requirements for the baseline network were defined to consist of
dye penetrant inspection of all welds followed by a low pressure (snoop) leak
check, followed by static hydrostatic proof testing. Ine majority of the costs
were related to the dye penetrant and leak checks on the individual welds. The
number of welds of each pipe diameter were counted and a reasonable labor effort
per joint for the inspection described was assigned. A direct labor rate of



















































The cost data obtained for the various categories of pipe network labor
and material were entered into a cost matrix having the format shown in
Figure 4-9. The costs were classified by pipe diameter and included the cost
categories of pipe, expansion joints, fixtures, valves, anchors, pipe guides,
foundations, insulation, and inspection. The costs of each category were
separated into labor, material., direct, indirect and surcharges as shown under
the "pipe" category in Figure 4-9. The matrix of network costs sr^is entered
into a computer code to perform various accounting functions and arrive at
totals. A sample of the computerized matrix for the baseline pipe network
is included in Appendix C (Figure C-0. The uLi.lity of a computerized cost
matrix is that the costs of alternate construction techniques can be introduced
and the total network cost recomputed with *minimum effort and good accuracy.
4.5 RESULTS
An over-all comparison of the pipe network costs obtained from the detailed
(bottoms-up) cost analysis and the costs predicted by the JPL cost model is
shown in Figure 4-10. The JPL cost model does not include indirect contractor
costs, profit, or taxes and bonds, which should be considered an accounting
omission. Therefore, a fair comparison of costs required the use of only the
direct labor and material costs, as indicated by the line of comparison shown
in Figure 4-10. All subsequent comparisons made in this report will address
only direct labor plus material costs.
As indicated in Figure 4-10, the JPL cost model predicts a labor plus mate-
rial cost about 20 percent lower than the detailed FACC cost model. This is
considered a fair comparison of the two methods. An examination of the JPL
cost model a revealed the likely source of the difference was the method by
which JPL accounts for the cost of expansion joints. JPL employs a curve of
installed pipe cost (excluding insulation) versus nominal pipe diameter. The
pipe cost includes material and direct labor for pipe, fittings, valves, etc.
To account for the thermal expansion joints in Clot-side pipes, the length of
hot pipe segments are multiplied by 4 and then multiplied by the cost-per-
foot ($/ft) value for the corresponding pipe diameter. JPL has indicated,
that the .N/2 factor to account for expansion joints represonts an approximate
average of a rather wide range of observed values (~1.2 to 1.6). In the FACC
detailed network cost the addition of field fabricated expansion joints actually
added about 24 percent to the straight runs of pipe. If a 1.24 factor were
applied to the JPL hot-side pipe cost instead of a &F2 factor, the total pipe.
network cost predicted by the JPL model would reduce from $237K to $212K, which
wca within 10 percent of the detailed overall pipe network cost.
Figure 4-11 shows the over all cost comparison for labor plus material for
both steam and water-side pipelines. As shown, the majority of the difference
occurs on the water-side of the network. Since 86 percent of the water-side
pipe is of nominal diameters between 1/8 and 1/2-inch, the JPL model may not
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Figure 4-12 compares the makeup of costs for the ste;im-side 1-inch diameter
pipe (which makes up 37 percent of the hot aide STBOR network) with a similar
breakdown for 1-inch pipe reported by JPL.	 Since the ,JPL cost breakdown was
for schedule 40 pipe,	 the JPL breakdown was adjusted to schedule 80 by fixing
. the cost of supports and proportioning the other costs based on the ratio 22.00
($/ft)/19.60 ($/ft)	 totals (schedule 80/schedule 40) reported by JPL.	 As shown
the installed pipe cost per linear foot for the 1-inch (most common) pipe size
f agrees within 10 percent.	 The comparison shown in Figure 4-12 does not include
the n,7	 factor for expansion ,joints previously discussed.
pFigure 13 shows the labor plus material cost breakdowns obtained from the
bottoms-up STEOP. analysis distributed according to nominal pipe diameter.
	 The
dotted line shows the total labor plus material cost distribution predicted
by the JPL cost model.	 Since the majority cf STEOA pipe sizes are less than
1-inch diameter,
	 the comparisons shown in Figure 4-13 resulted in predicting
a lower detailed network cost than predicted by the JPL cost model.
	 The large
cost for the 1-1/2 to 4 inch pipe diameters may occur because these are the
header size pipes and have a larger number of penetrations: etc.
I Figure 4-14 shows a more detailed analysis of a breakdown on the total STEOR
costs.	 The left hand column re.fers , to total cosh with no breakdown between
labor and material.	 The right hand column breaks down the total cost
between labor and material.
The significant conclusions from Figure 4-14 area
'
r
I.	 Dominant elements of labor plus material cost are:
A.	 Cast of insulation
B.	 Cost of pipe supports
	 (37%)
f 2.	 Um-- of automated welding and field shop construction has the
potential of reducing the following labor costs:






i if all labor eliminated)
The areas outlined above have La,e greatest potential for cost reduction
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This section discusses some approaches to pipe network construction to
reduce overall cost. These represent existing or near-term technology not
traditionally used in pipe network construction. The use of technologies that
require major capital investment, such as new factories or automated tooling
to manufacture prefabricated assemblies, is not included.
The approaches-that were investigated to reduce cost are summarized in
Table 5-1. Two of these, automated welding and prefabricated pipe supports,
have previously been identified by JPL. The FACC study independently defined
the application of these approaches to the baseline STEOR network and used
the cost matrix developed for the network to assess the impact on overall pipe
network cost.
In addition to the unconventional construction approaches listed in
'table 5-1 9
 a brief investigation was conducted to determine the cost benefit
of using prefabricated expansion loops in place of field constructed expansion
joints. These results are reported in this section.
5.1 PRE-FABRICATED OMEGA-SHAPED EXPANSION JOINTS
2	 Substitution of prefabricated omega-shaped expansion joints in place of
U,
	
	field constructed expansion joints made of welded elbows and straight sections
of pipe offers a cost savings in total labor plus material of about five per-
cent. The factory fabricated joint would 'Ne bent from a single piece
. of pipe
into an omega shape. The prefabricated omega joints would be slightly more
cumbersome to ship and handle in the field, but would reduce the number of
field welds from eight elbow welds to two welds for installing an omega.
The cost evaluation of using omega joints was made by designing the joints
for the STEOR pipe network using design curves shown in Figure 4-6 and submit-
ting these designs to an outside fabricator for quotation. A copy of the quota-
tion is presented in Appendix D. The cost matrix for the baseline pipe network
was modified to include the quoted material cost of the prefabricated omega
joints and the reduced labor to install the joints. The result was the net
five Percent reduction in labor plus material cost quoted above.
An interesting aspect of using the omega joint is that if the joints are
mounted vertically, their higher stiffness may permit elimination of at least
one pipe support per expansion joint. If this support can be eliminated, the
overall pipe network cost reduction is 11 percent. The cost matrix, corresponding




and investigation required to make a thorough evaluation of the vertically
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5.2 FLEXIBLE HOSE EXPANSION JOINT
The elimination of expansion joints by use of flexible hoses to accommodate
the thermal expansion at each dish was found to offer about a 15 percent
reduction to the baseline STEOR costs. Figure 5-1 shows the flexible hose
installation at the downcomer of a dish. In this arrangement the symetrically
arranged feeder lines, Figure 2-3 1 would be allowed to grow away from the
central header. No pipe anchors would be used on the fender lines, and the
VA
	
number of pipe supports (guides) can be reduced because all support foundations
and pillars are shared by both water and steam lines. There are no supports
required to carry the offset sections of the field constructed expansion joints.
The flexible hose installed farthest from the header must accommodate about
8.5 to 9.0 inches of pipe expansion, which will be no problem for a hose instal-
lation. At dish locations closer to the header the expansion is proportionally
less.
A similar installation of hoses would also be used where the 1-inch diameter
feeder lines penetrate the header. Three anchor points are used along the
length of the header. Expansion of the header between the anchor points is
accommodated by large diameter flexible hoses installed in series with the
header. These are expensive, but are not as costly r the expensive field
fabricated expansion joints and additional pipe supports.
An informal quotation was obtained from Anaconda Metal Hose for the insulated
hose assemblies required for the thermal expansion loops.
	
The material cost
_ of the hoses and their weld installation labor costs were substituted in the
baseline STEOR cost matrix in place of the cost of the field fabricated expan-
sion joints.	 Also, the number of anchors, pipe guides, and related foundation
and pillars was reduced to account for a fewer number of pipe supports. 	 The
resulting cost matrix is shown in appendix C (Figure C-3) and indicates a 15
percent reduction in total labor plus material cost.
j5.3 PREFABRICATED POST SUPPORTS
In the conventional construction costing performed for the baseline STEOR
network it was assumed that each pipe anchor and each pipe guide will be affixed
to a reinforced concrete pillar.
	 Construction of the pillar involves excavation
to a shallow depth, wood forming of a footing, placement of steel reinforcing
rod and a fiber pillar (sonotube) form, and pouring of concrete.
	 The labor
also included fastening steel anchor fixtures and roller guides
	 to studs cast
into the concrete.
Figures 5-2
	 5-3and	 compare the alternate construction tech;i.ques.
	 The
i left side of each figure shows the conventional concrete construction and the
!j right side shows prefabricated steel channels which are driven 3 to 4 feet. 	 #„into	 driver.the ground using a post
The steel channelswould be purchased as predrlled and pointed posts.
	 A
fence company was cori acted which stated that its fee is $600 per day for
driving 200 posts per,day, including equipment and crew.



















































































































allowance of $6.00 per piling was used in the cost estimating, plus additional
labor for trimming, aligning, and mechanical attachment of fittings.
When the revised costs for pile or post driven supports were substituted
for the costs of concrete supports (Appendix C,, Figure C-4) a cost savings
of 10 percent was obtained for the total labor plus material cost estimate.
5.4 AUTOMATED WELDING
The use of-automated welding and field shop construction is considered as
conventional technology by many people. Although the equipment for automated
welding is available and well developed } its use is still primarily for factory
environments and its introduction as a pipe network fabrication approach is
just beginning.
As part of this investigation a meeting was held at Astro-Arc Co., Sun
Valley, California. This company is a leading supplier of automated pipe weld-
ing equipment and recently provided equipment and services to the U.S. Navy
for consc:ruction of a large pipe network on Diego Garcia Island.
Photographs of Astro-Arc automated welding heads are shown in Figure ^-4 and
575. The weld head shown in Figure 5-5 is used for smaller diameter tubes and
pipes (1/8 to 2.0 inch pipe) and thm head shown in Figure 5-4 is used on pipe




power source and p rogra-m-ner, Cab inet amounted and portable for field use. A port-
able control unit, attached by cable to the power source, can be used adjacent
to the work to permit in-process adjustment of the weld control parameters.
In addition to the automated welding equipment, Astro-Arc demonstrated the
r+"	 use of portable field equipment manufactured by TRI TOOL INC., Placerville,
California t which automatically self-aligns and bevels to precise shapes the
pipe ends of small and large diameter pipes in a few minutes. The butt welding
t'	 of a 4-inch diameter, schedule 40 pipe was demonstrated in a 17-minute period.
A schedule was generated using Astro-Arc assistance to estimate labor hours
frir performing automated butt welds on various pipe diameters. 	 Reasonable
r
times for setup and teardown were determined.
	
A moderate weld speed of 4 inches/
minute and three weld passes were used for each weld. 	 Butt weld joints up
to 1-inch diameter were assumed made under field shop conditions with minimum
. setup times.	 Subassemblies of pipe 1-inch and smaller would then be transported
is to the field adjacent to the shop and welded in place. 	 Automated welds on
larger diameter (greater than 1--inch diameter) were assumed to be made under
L
field conditions and larger setup and teardown labor was estimated.
Applying the automated weld labor estimate to the field welded labor costs'
tabulated in the baseline cost matrix r n-sulted in a 14 percent reduction in
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5.5 BURIED PIPE	 OF POOR QUr L17Y
An unconventional pipe network construction approach identified by FACC is
the buried pipe concept shown in Figure 5-6. in this approach the pipe is
layed in a trench dug in the earth. This trench is sealed with a polyethylene
plastic line. The pipe is suspended in the middle of the trench with simple
wire hangars, and is coated on the outside diameter with a thick wax or organic
mold release material. Foamed insulation is piped into the trench cavity around
the pipe and cures to a rigid mass which supports the pipe within the trench.
A possibly insulating material is foamed slip -cast silica, commonly used as
a refractory type insulator to temperatures up to 220O 0F. After the insulation
is cured, the pipe is released from the insulation by running hot water through
the pipe to malt or degrade the mold release. The top of the cast insulation
surface is moisture scaled by vacuum sealing the polyethylene liner or spraying
a sealant coat of plastic or elastomeric material. The trench is then covered
with earth.
This pipe concept should significantly reduce two major pipe network costs:
1) the cost of pipe supports (37 percent of total cost) and 2) the cost of
insulation (26.3 percent of total cost). There is, of course, an offsetting
disadvantage to this approach because of less accessibility for some of the
field welds that must be performed in place. The installation expansion joints
and valves may also present problems in an underground installation. Although
a complete design and cost evaluation of this concept was not permitted by the
funds and time available in this study, the concept has been identified as
having potential merit and worthy or more complete investigation.
5.6 COST RESULTS
Figure 5-7 summarizes the cost reductions which may be available using some
of the unconventional construction techniqueb described in this section. The
cost reduction estimates were made by applying the estimated labor and material
savings to the 72-dish STEOR pipe network cost matrix.
The bar on the left side of Figure 5-7 represents the labor plus material
cost of the baseline STEOR network of $192K. The four bars to the right of the
baseline cost show the reductions estimated for applying various cost reduction
techniques to the baseline network. The remaining bars represent the pipe net-
work costs obtained by applying combinations of the same techniques.
The cost reductions obtained by the various techniques are shown in the fig-
ure and have Also been summarized in previous paragraphs. If the more promis-
ing techniques are combined the cost reductions become more attv. , ctive. Using
flexible hose expansion joints in combination with post supports reduces cost
by 23 percent (Appendix C, Figure C-5). If the automated welding is used in
conjunction with the use of flexible hose and post supports, a total labor
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A pipe network optimization for two alternate IPH temperature applications
and one additional plant size were part of Task B. The optimization was based
on a cost model reflecting conventional construction technology. The JPL con-
`	 ventional cost model was used because the previous results of this study provided
a reasonably good "validation of its adequacy. In addition, FACC also reoptimized
the baseline STEOR pipe network and recalculated the pipe network cost using
the JPL advanced construction cost model. The JPL advanced r,ost model predicted
cost savings that slightly exceed the 33 percent reduction identified by FACC
in the previous section if this report.
The parametric optimizations were initially calculated using a cost of energy
of $1500/kWt
 for heat and frictional losses. At JPL's request the optimizations
^i	 were also calculated for a cost of energy of $500/kW t . The results of both
sets of calculations are presented in this section.
6.1 ALTERNATE TEMPERATURES
The selection of two alternate IPH temperatures was based on a rationale
related to the baseline STEOR application.
	
Figure 6-1 represents the distri-
bution of required injection steam pressures for several California heavy oil
fields where steam STEOR currently is used and can be expanded.	 *The selected
...
Edison Field has the second highest injection steam pressure requirement, with
^I only the Cat Canyon-5isquoc Field having a higher valve.
It was decided to select two lower injection pressures and the corresponding
saturation temperatures for the alternate IPH temperature applications.
	 Alter-
nate injection pressures of 400 and 600 psi were selected which correspond to
t satisfying about 30 and 50 percent, respectively, of the potential STEOR steam
applications.	 The corresponding injection temperatures are 355 0F at 400 psi
and 4890F at 600 psi.	 The pipe network optimization, was recomputed using these
alternate temperatures, but maintaining the 'baseline 72-dish field geometry.
6.2	 ALTERNATE PLANT .SIZE
The rationale for increasing the solar network size was to provide an annual
i thermal output equivalent to that of a single 25 MBTU/HR fossil fueled steam
generator operating continuously.
	 This translated to a 352 dish array contain-
ing 22 rows with 16 dishes each.
	 Using a pipe network geometry similar to the
baseline geometry, each 16-dish feeder row supplies a central header.
	 The supply
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Tables 6-1 and 6-2 tabulate the results of the optimization calculations
made for the alternate STEOR network temperatures and plant size. Table 6-1
presents the results for $1500/%W t cost of energy and Table 6-2 presents the
results for $500/kWt cost-of-energy.
The pipe network costs are expressed as both total system cost and capital.
cost. The total system cost is the capital cost plus the cost of the pipe
network thermal and frictional losses evaluated at the appropriate cost-of-
energy. The pipe network costs are expressed in terms of $/kW t and $/ca2 of
concentrator, which are figures of merit commonly used to evaluate solar sub-
systems. The results presented in Tables 6-1 and 6-2 are reasonably compatible
with results previously calculated by JPL. - Total system cost increases about
14 percent ($/kW t ) as the process temperature increases from 355 0F to 530OF
(Table 6-1). The increase is primarily due to the increased heat loss,
evaluated at $,1500/kW t . If a lower cost of energy is assumed, the effect of
process temperature on total cost is less pronounced. As shown in Table 6-2,
only a 5.1 percent increase in total system cost occurs as the process tempera-
ture'increases over the same temperature range from 355 oF to 5300F. Both tables
show the capital cost (pipe plus insulation) is relatively insensitive to the
influence of process temperature.
4
V J'$ ..:...:..._,._,:._....
When the baseline-STEOR network (corresponding to a 530 oF process temper-
ature) is reoptimized using the JPL Advanced Cost Model, the results shown
in line 4 of Tables 6-1 and 6-2 are obtained. At a $1500/kW t cost-of-energy
(Table 6-1) a 21 percent reduction is obtained in total system cost (capital
plus energy) and a 38 percent reduction in capital cost. At a $500/kW t cost-
of-enL.:gy the total system cost is reduced 31 percent and capital cost is
reduced 42 percent.
The increased unit capital cost for larger plant sizes (6.3 perce pt in
Table 6-l) results from the cost of additional larger feeders and additional
headers to carry steam to the edge of the field. An improved arrangement of
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RISER AND DOWNCOMER DESIGN
y Task B of the Statement of Work includes a preliminary design study to define
concepts for modifying the 5CSE (CE-1) solar thermal electric system to incor-
porate IPH features. This task consists primarily of modifications to the dish
installation to incorporate thermal transport riser and downcomer assemblies.
The baseline parabolic dish for the SCSE system design is the LCC supplied
by General Electric. The LCC was alsq designated by JPL as the baseline dish
for the present IPH study. The remainder of this section describes the design
and costing results of this effort.
7.1 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
The installation and kinematics of motion of the selected flexible coupling
approach on the LCC are briefly summarized. Alternate design approaches are
then addressed in light of the selected design.
It was recognized that the LCC posed a particularly difficult design problem
to provide flexible thermal transport lines across the dish azimuth and eleva-
tion gimbals. The two gimbal points are separated b y over twenty feet so that
two comaletely different sets of flexible couplings are required. In addition
the azimuth gimbal consists of the base truss structure mounted on ground level
wheels.''which run on a 40-ft diameter track. The center of rotation is not very
precise so that some design approaches, such as swiveled mechanical couplings,
are difficult to incorporate.
The LCC is designed for field erection and adjustment. Virtually every truss
member includes adjustable turnbuckles which Are adjusted and pinned in place.
There exists no opportunity to make an efficient integration of the riser/
downcomer assemblies into the . LCC without major redesign of the dish and base
structures.
The flexible joint design eventually selected for the LCC is four separate
flexible hose assemblies, two for the elevation gimbal and two for the azimuth
gimbal. Pictorial drawings of the LCC base truss structure with the flexible
y hoses installed are shown in Figures 7-1 and 7-2. These hose assemblies are
mounted on the oppo4ed elevation trunnions of the LCC dish. Stationary lines
clamped to vertical members of the base truss carry feed water up to one side
of the dish trunnion and steam down the G pposite side of the base truss. The
elevation flexible hoses are shown in the dish-down position. As the dish
rotates 180-degrees to the up position, thermal transport lines connected to
the dish truss rotate the hiss support "arms" and cause the hose to unwind
to an hour-glass shape. Rigid lines attached to members of the dish truss
carry the water and steam to and from the focal-point mounted receiver and
the hose support arm.
As shown in Figure 7-1, hose assemblies are used to accommodate 300-degrees
of azimuth rotation. Two sets of ,semi-circular tracks are used to cage the
hose, one set for the wat4t hose and an opposite set for the steam hose. In
^W
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each set of tracks an inner track is attached to the fixed central pivot point
of the dish and an outer track is suspended from the rotating base truss.
As the base truss rotates from last to West, flexible hose is uncoiled from
the outer track onto the inner track, and vice versa.
The selected design is described in greater detail in a later part of this
section.
Alternative Design Approaches
Two alternative design approaches were considered: 1) the use of mechanical
swivel joints, and 2) replacement of the hose assemblies with coiled tube assem-
blies which elastically deflect through the required motion.
The use of swivels such as thi hydraulic swivel assemblies manufactured by
Parker Hannifin were considered for the flexible coupling application, especially
for the elevation gimbal water line. The following factors eliminated the pos-
sible use of this type of joint:
(1) The swivels employ both static and dynamic 0-ring seals. Even the
highest temperature -rated elastomers (fluorocarbons and silicones)
are not rated for continuous service above 400 0F, and seal life
decreases rapidly at these high temperature conditions.
(2) The L00 gimbal joints do not have prec4.. centers of rrotat?.nn j espe-
cially the azimuth gimbal. To accommodate this condition would require
two hydraulic swivels interconnected by flexible hose. This was con-
sidered a complicated design with a greatly increased number of
potential leak points.
(3) The swivel type joints use dynamic 0-ring seals to seal a mechanical
interface against rotational motion. This type of dynamic 0-ring
application is demonstrated to be leak and failure prone, especially
as the 0-ring ages and swells and/or in the absence of a good lubri-
cating agent.
l	
The second alternate approach considered was a coil of stainless steel tubing
to replace the hose assemblies. The tubing would be stressed to deflect elas-
tically tc provide the required total motion. A simplified stress/deflection
analysis of this approach was performed for the 300-degree deflection of the azi-
muttt gimbal. The results are shown in Figure 7-3. The tube size was the same
as that used in the SOSE receiver and the maximum allowable stress, 15 kai, was
determined from ASME piping code. Figure 7-3 indicates that three turns of tub-
ing mounted at the maximum allou.'ble radius (20 feet) are required to accommodate
the 300-degree deflection while not exceeding a 15 ksi stress level (bending plus
pressure) within the tubing. This corresponds to an unacceptable of 339 feet of
tubing. In the case of the azimuth steam coupling, both the cost of insulation
(at about $3.00 per foot) and the frictional pressure drop imposed by this design
eliminated it from aUditional consideration. The same negative reasons apply to
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Although slightly more attractive for the water lines because of the absence
of insulation, the coiled tube design is still expensive, poses a high fric-
tion loss, and is difficult to package.
7.2 SELECTED DESIGN	 r
Details of the selected design are shown in Figures 7-4 and 7-5. The steam
side flexible hose assembly for the elevation gimbal is shown in Figure 7-4.
A rigid insulated steam tube is attached to a dish truss member and. connects
the receiver, lceated at the dash focal point, to a hose arm that swivels on
the elevation. trunnion. A flexible metal hose insulated on the outside diameter
connects the rotating hose arm to a stationary downcomer line attached to the
dish base truss. An identical, uni.nsulated assembly is used on the opposite
side of the dish to carry feed water up to the trunnion-mounted hose arm, and
then to the receiver.
At the base of the dish assembly, shown in Figure 7-5, the steam and water
lines from the elevation trunnions are directed radially inward through rigid
lines to the outer hose track attached to the rotating base truss. The steam
and water flow are transported through the flexible hoses inward to the station-
ary mounted hose track attached to the central pivot.' From hose termination
points on the stationary track the flow is again transported radially outward
at nearly grade level in rigid lines through perforations in the LCC azimuth
tr—ack to d iss rnhnrgea stnnm into or nie-k t^m "ester froP'« Mla +%ir,M neteanr4 fnnd°.r
-o-	 r-	 r	 r^r
lines.
The selected design consists primarily of rigid tube assemblies (0.625-inch
diameter X 0.035-inch wall, 347 ORES) and brackets and fittings to attach the
tube assemblies to the LCC dish and base truss structures. The steam lines are
insulated with about three-inches of calcium silicate enclosed by an aluminum
weather seal jacket. The elevation hose support arm and azimuth hose tracks
are 'fabricated (cut, drilled, bent, and welded) from standard steel channel, as
are all brackets and hangers. "
Approximately 80 percent of the material cost is attributable to the ,flex-
ible hose assemblies. These are manufactured by Anaconda Metal Hose and con-
sist of an inner liner of deep convoluted (7.5 convolutions per inch) 321
stainless steel bellows, 0.75-inch internal diameter by 1.25-inch outer diam-
eter. The outer diameter of the bellows is structurally supported by a stain-
less steel metal braid against internal fluid pressure loads. The steam line
is insulated with one-inch thick Carborundum Durablanhet insulation and sealed
on the 3.25-inch outside diameter by a wire reinforced Hypalon polyester jacket
to protect against weather and abrasion. The water line flexible hose has no
insulation, but does Eiave the polyester ,jacket. The elevation flexible hoses
are 81-inches long and azimuth hoses are 186-inches long.
The flexible hoses have been conservatively designed to function at the
minimum bend radii recommended by the manufacturer for maximum cyclic life.
The reverse bending of the hose in accounted for in determining the minimum
bend radii. The hose inside diameter was made intentionally large to account
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estimated to increase the friction factor (4fL/D) by 10 to 12 Limes compared
ft to that for straight pipe.	
This design conservatism leads to higher cost.
The impact of design conservatism on cost will be discussed in Paragraph 7.4.
7.3	 COST ESTIMATES
A detailed cost estimate was performed for the LCC riser/downcomer assem-
blies for two quantities:	 a prototype quantity of 50-100 units and a produc-
tion quantity of about 1000 units/year. 	 The labor costs for the prototype
quantity assemblies assumed field installation of the riser/downcomer assem-
blies to the dish. 	 Labor costs for the production quantities assumed factory t
Iz,. installation of the riser/downcomer assemblies to the truss members of the
dish and its base.
IR
EW
'y A summary of the cost estimates. is presented in Table 7-1.	 It is seen that
i even in production quantities the cost of incorporating riser/downcomer assem-
blies is $3277 per dish, which is equivalent to about $29/m 2 .	 This value is
comparable to the capital cost of the thermal transport field pipe network.
The very large cost to incorporate risers and downcomers is analyzed in
Table 7-2 which gives a further breakdown	 on the production costs. 	 Examina-
tion of this table shows that 65 percent of the total cost is due to flexibl(;
lines at the gimbal joints whereas the remaining 35 percent is for the rigid
lines running from the ground to the focal point.• The influence of the LCC
dish design on high gimbal (flexible) line cost is also shown by the fact that
the azimuth gimbal lines are more than double the cost of the elevation gimbal.
This indicates that a short coupled azimuth gimbal alone (;ould reduce total
cost by 22 percent.
7.4	 COST REDUCTION MODIFICATIONS .
This section addresses the potential design modifications which could be
employed to reduce the cost of riser/downcomer assemblies.
	 The recommended
modifications are divided into two classes: 	 1) modifications which could be
incorporated into the basic LCC dish, and 2) modifications which would require
a different dish structure.
7.4.1	 MODIFICATIONS TO THE LCC DESIGN
a.	 Smaller Diameter Flexible Hose. 	 The first modification recommended
for the basic LCC design an the use of a reduced diameter flexible hose assem-
bly.	 This will reduce acre cost of the hose in two ways:
	 1) smaller diameter
hose is less expensive, and 2) the smaller diameter hose can be coiled to a
smaller radius resulting in shorter lengths being required (15 percent length
reduction).	 The penalty of using smaller diameter hose would be a greater fric-
tional loss.
	 The proposed riser/downcomer flexible hoses use 0.75-inch inter-
nal diameter (I.D.) hose.
	 If this hose was reduced to 0.50-inch I.D.,
	 the:'
projected cost changes are those summarized in Table 7-3A.	 The negative impact
of this design change would be to increase the estimated frictional energy
loss through the hoses (primarily in the steam side) by a factor of five.







TABLE 7-1.	 COST ESTIMATE, THERMAL TRANSPORT MODIFICATIONS TO LCC DISH
a
k
PROTOTYPE QUANTITY PRODUCTION QUANTITY
3
MATERIAL COSTS (50-100 UNITS) 01000 UNITS/YEAR
i
STRUCTURE, FITTINGS, ETC. $ 1318 EACH $ 988 EACH
FLEXIBLE HOSE ASSEMBLIES
ELEVATION GIMBAL
STEAM SIDE 915 375
WATER SIDE 448 200
AZIMUTH GIMBAL
STEAM SIDE 1405 703
! WATER SIDE 639 328
TOTAL MATERIAL 4725 2594
r4 LABOR COSTS 1367 683
TOTAL, COSTS
60 92 EACH $ 3277 EACH




























































































TABLE 7-3. POTENTIAL RISER/DOWNCOMER COST REDUCTIONS FOR LCC
s
A. Use of Smaller Diameter B. Use of Smaller Diameter Hose
0.50-inch I.D.	 Hose and Less Conservative Bend Radii
1. Baseline Tocal Cost $3277
a
1.. Baseline Total.Cost $3277
2. Cost Changes ($) 2. Cost Changes ($)
• Reduced hose cost -400 • Reduced hose cost (2)	 1 -640
• Other hardwa e * Other hardwc^a e




+145(1)(friction loss) (friction loss)
3. Net Cost Reduction -$236 or 3. Net Cost Reduction -18%
-7.2%
(1)	 Cost of Non-recoverable Frictional Pumping Energy = $500/kWt
(2)	 40% reduction in azimuth and elevation hose costs
(3)	 25% reduction in other hardware cost
higher than that for a straight pipe of equivalent i.D. In Table 7-3 the cost
of pumping energy is assessed at $500/kW t . The increased frictional loss is
offset by a 15 percent reduction in hose cost and 8 percent reduction in other
related hardware cost. The net cost reduction is $236 or 7.2 percent as shown
in Table 7-3A.
b. Reduced Design Conservatism.. The flexible hose assemblies for-the LCC
'dish gimbals were designed with generous bend radii to provide maximum hose life
under continuous cycling. The design conservatism stems in part from the use
of double the manufacturer's recommended bend radii to account for the reverse
bending the hoses undergo in the proposed design. The manufacturer's design
recommendation applies to bending in one direction only. , The reverse bending
imposes a positive-to-negative bending stress on the hose bellows as opposed
to only a zero-to-positive or zero-to-negative encountered in bending in only
one direction.
Use of a smaller bend radius in the hose assemblies will also shorten the
length of the hose assemblies to reduce cost. The potential to reduce cost by
using 0.50-inch I.D. hoses shortened to one half the length used in the base-
line design is shown in Table 7-3B. The net cost reduction is $591 or 18 per-
cent. It is likely that this cost reduction would be offset by increased
replacement costs due to reduced cyclic life. However, the hose life/bending











7.4.2 HA/DEC DISH DESIGN
If alternate dash designs were considered for IPH applications, a conven-
tional equatorial mount configuration (HA/DEC) of the type shown in Figure
7-6 would be an excellent candidate with respect to reduced cost of risers and
downcomers. The lengths of the rigid lines from the ground to the receiver are
less than required for the LCC, and only a single flexible joint assembly would
be required to accommodate motion along the hour-angle drive axis. The flexible
hose could be designed as a compact assembly located at the declination drive
location shown in Figure 7-6. An inexpensive, short link of flexible hose could
accommodate the small changes in declination drive angle which occur. The sav-
ings in riser/downcomer costs permitted by this alternate dish drive is probably
in the range of 40 to 60 percent of the co
.
p ts estimated for the baseline LCC
modifications.
7.4.3 SINGLE POST DESIGN
Another dish design approach which would greatly reduce the costs of the
IPH risers and downcomers compared to the LCC installation is a single post,
pedestal type support such as shown in Figure 7-7. A close coupled azimuth/
elevation drive at the interface of the dish/pedestal would permit the use
of a single compact hose assembly capable of compound motion in both azimuth
and elevation axes.
An alternative approach is to package the riser/downcomer rigid lines within
the center post as a torsional spring. In this configuration the lines would
'be held fixed at the base of the post and undergo +150 degrees of azimuth twist
as they emerge at the post/dish interface, The two lines are preformed together
in the form of a high lead angle torsional spring, 20 to 30 feet long. In this
configuration the lines could undergo the required +150 degrees of elastic
deflection at low stress and low spring rate.
The elevation rotation is accommodated at the interface of the post with the
dish with a short coupled flexible hose assembly similar to ghat described for
the LOC installation.
Examination of Table 7-2 shows that the entire cost of the azimuth gimbal
hose assembly could be eliminated with the design described ?
 or a 44 percent
reduction. The cost of the twisted torsion lines would be more than absorbed
by reductions in the rigid line costs (35.6 percent) listed in Table 7-2 for
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The following conclusions summarize the main results of the IPkt pipe network
optimization studies documented in this report:
(1) The JPL pipe network optimization computer code gives results which
are in good agreement with the FACC code when the JPL hot and cold
side network optimizations are decoupled.
(2) The results obtained from two different cost models applied to the
baseline 5T''OR application indicate the JPL conventional pipe network
cost model yields costs which are approximately 20 percent higher than
the FACC bottoms-up costs for comparable elements.
(3) Because the JPL cost model does not include indirect contractor costs,
sales taxes, performance bonds (insurance), or profit, the total
FACC cost is 18 percent greater than the JPL cost.
(4) Dominant elements of labor and material costs are the procurement
and installation of insulation and supports; 63 percent ,of the total.
(5) Studies of potential cost reductions show:
A. The use of automated welding and field shop construction would
yield a cost reduction of less than 36 percent.
B. A total labor and material cost reduction of 33 percent could be
obtained from a combination of non-conventional construction
techniques described herein.
C. Additional cost reduction could be obtained using a buried pipe
concept.
(6) Over-the-gimbals thermal transport (piping) cost for the LCC is $3277
per dish ($29/m2 ) or $236,000 for the 72-dish field - approximately
equal to the overall capital cost of the entire baseline pipe network
system.
(7) Lower cost designs for over-the-gimbals thermal transport could be
obtained with:
A. Lower pressure and/or lower temperature IPH applications.
B. An alternate post or pedestal mounted dish design with rlose-
coupled elevation and azimuth gimbals. The estimated cost
83
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reduction is between 40 anti 50 perccnt of the cost to modify
the LCC for installation of riser/downcomer assemblies,
(8) Conclusions from the parametric study are;
A. Total pipe network system cost (including cost of energy losses)
increases with increased process temperature (e.g., 355 OF to
5300F) because of:
• Greater thermal loss (5.1 percent increase in system cost at
$500/kW t cost-of-energy)
• Greater insulation cost (1.6 percent increase)
B. Network capital costs are relatively insensitive to the influence
of process temperature.
C. Increased unit capital cost ($/m 2 or $/kW t ) for larger plant
size results from the use of additional larger feeders and
additional headers to carry steam (and £eedwater) to the edge
of the field. An improved arrangement of headers and feeder
lines may reduce or eliminate this cost difference.
8.2 RECOMMENDATIONS
The following recommendations are made based on the results of-this study;
(1) The JPL pipe network optimization code and conventional cost model
{	 are substantially verified as a result of this study, except that
the following modifications are suggested:
• The pipe network optimization code should be modified to decouple
the hot/cold side solutions.
• The JPL conventional pipe network cost model should be revised
to include indirect costs, taxes, bonds, and profit.
• The &[2-
 approach used by JPL to calculate the cost of expansion
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An ev luation of the shading loss for a 9x8 cdlleclor array arranged in a rec-
tangular pattern was made. The technique used has been documented elsewherel,
and will not be described here.
The results are summarized in the four figures included. In Figure 1, fractional
energy available to mirrors is plotted as a function. of ground cover ration (GCR)
for various aspect ratios. GCR is defi^Yed_ as V-/(4 LEMNtL1`;S),. where LFr1^y and
LNNS are the north-south and east-west spacings expressed in dish diameters.
Results obtained by JPLL2 for a 10x10 array are also shown. The GCR is the
same as the packing fraction for an infinite field. The aspect ratio is LNS/LEW.
The curves in Figure 1 are based on a reduced year, that is, the data base con-
..sts of twelve days, one from each month for Barstow 1976. The days chc,^sen
were free of dropouts. It is difficult to see from Figure 1 whether or not there
is an optimum aspect ratio.
Shading calculations performed by different method from ours indicate an opti-
mum aspect ratio of .71 for one particular GCR 2. JPL 3 indicated that this
optimum holds for all aspect ratios. This study does not corroborate this result.
InFigure 2, the fractional energy available to the dishes is plotted as a function
of aspect ratio for various GCR. The solid curves are for the short year,
while the dotted curves are for the full 366 day year. Each of the curves shows
a maximum, but the maximum clearly varies with GCR. The maxima are very
broad, which implies that little penalty is incurred if the field is off optimum.
In Figure 3, the fractional loss is plotted for the same conditions used in
Figure 2. In F gure a, the fractional loss for the full year only is plotted.
D. B. Osborn, "Generalized Shading Analysis for Paraboloidal Collector
Fields". ASME $t)-Pet-33.
W. J. Eppley, "Shade - A Computer Model for Evaluating the Optical
Performance of Two Axis Tracking Parabolic Concentrators",
n	 ASIN1E 79-NV A/SOL-13.
J. R. Biddle (Memo to T. Tujita ) 8/2/79.
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sTY.; !:: ss for the ;full year is less than that for the ideal year. The reason for
,,s that dropouts are more likely to occur early and late in the day,than at
;.-d-day. Early and late, the elevation of the sun is .low, and the shading loss
1 ►r gh. At goon, the shading loss is small. ;^ot2i the total energy collected
and the energy lost due to shading are lower than on a perfectly clear day, but
the ratio is smaller for the conditions of this study. The fractional loss is
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OPTIMIZATION Or PIPE NETWORK COST
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II.	 Statement of the Problem
The problem is to find the optimum distribution of pipe sizes and insulation
thicknesses to be used in a pipe network in which a hot fluid circulates. The
total cost of the system is the sum
	 of the following;
1) Cost of pipe.
2) Cost of insulations surrounding pipe.
3) Cost of energy (or power) lost by conduction.
4) Cost of energy required to pump the fluid,
5) Cost of the ;Fluid which fills the network.
The cost of each item is assumed as follows;'`
•1) Wipe Cost (for i to segment)




 and B 	 are constants obtained from a pipe cost curve,
	 Eq l assumes
that pipe cost is a linear function of diameter.
	 Actual pipe cost-is
a series of linear segments,
	 For pipes of the different diameters, tre
constants Ai and Bi may be diff=erent.
2) Cost of insulation
CT	 =	 CzV tr L6(d i
 + Si) (2)i i
Eq 2 states that insulation cos,: is proportional to the volume of
material involy. l*,
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ii,YI, IntroductionThe problem of finding the minimum cost of a piping network has been studied
by JPL and independently by FACC. The two approaches are different, but yield
comparable results. In the following discussion, the JPL approach is briefly
summarized, and the FACC approach is developed in more detail since the
formulation used by JPL has been documented elsewherel,
k , :_.^_::. 
	



















3)	 Energy lost by conduction;
C8i	 - HE AiCp (Tl"T,!)
2v L k
amp	 ...'	 i
2 6Micp log (1+ di. ) 1	 (3)
4
Ti
is the temperature of ,the., fluid as it enters the pipe
M i is the mass flow rate
Cp is the specific heat of the fluid
TA is the ambient temperature
k is the thermal conductivity of the insulation
HE is the assumed value of energy*
Note that if the argument of the exponential is small, eq 3 reduces to
- H	 iT L, fiw	 i ^` A /	 (3a)
This is the form used by JPL
4) Cost of energy to pump fluid
3
(, Tr  4 t ^ C
le is the electrical conversion efficiency
Jp is the pump efficiency
f is the pipe friction Factor (a function of Reynolds number)
P is the density of the fluid
5) Cost of fluid	 2
C	 = Cry Tr Li 2~~"	 Pi	 (5)
c
CM is the cost per unit mass of the fluid.
The total cost is then
where N is the number of pipe segments in the network. The problem
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The JPL method is based on a Lagrange multiplier technique, and decoupl.es
the insulation thickness from the pipe diameter, Their procedure assumes a pump
'	 power level
Vz ^
it then seeks to minimize pipe cost (not overall, system cost) using eq (6) as a
constraint. The set equations to be solved is:
- -r
a J^	 a^	 (8)







in of N-1 pipe diameters in terms of the other




A simplified version of eq 11 is used in the JPL computer code to determine the
di . It will be shown in section V that-the simplification used is unjustified.
For' the pipe size distribution found above, the insulation thickness
distribution is Found next. The procedure used is identical to the one ;gust
described. The heat loss is
r
,1
This is eq 3a. It assumes that the temperature of the fluid is the same





Equation 10 permits the determinatii
one. The method therefore requires








* The cost of insulation is then minimized using eq 12 as the 4onstraint,
+ ,	 J	 ..	 0 (13)„




in terms of bl,	 ,` is
With equations 16, 14 and 15, eq 13 becomes a transcendental equation for 8 1 . This
equation is salved by the Newton-Raphson method. Having found the pipe diameter
and insulation thicknesses as above, for assumed values of d 1 and 8l , the capital
cost is computed as
I	
Cc	 C  + CFL 
I. 
Cl ,	 x;17)
D1ext, the power losses are computed from eqs 3a And 4, The cost per kW  is
determined by dividing Cc
 by the total power collected less the power losses.
The following method is used to compute the adjusted cost per kwt:
QC 	power collected.




	 Cc	 + HE Q
L 9/(1-9).	 (18)
QC	 QL	 .,
The whole procedure is then repeated with different values 6 1 and dl until a
2x2 matrix of adjusted cost is assembled, The optimum system is than taken to









'The FACC approach avoido the use of Lagrange multipliers and optimizes the
overall system cost directly: No assumed values of any pipe diameters or insulation
thicknesses, other titan initial guessie ,;, are required. The initial guesses are used to
get an iteration loop started; acrd their exact values do not effect the final results.
The overall system cost is given by aq 6.
N
G rp	 ^	 4	 G
The values of di and &i which minimize C  are to be found from
_.a.CT	 0	 (19)
s	 a di
a CT	 0	 (20)
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where the C's in equ (22-25) are the values for d-,
	 When eq 12p is expressed
IMI in terms of theBe C l o t the result is
on solving eq 26 for d., we obtain,
In eq 27, 0	 is computed from eq 3 even though the derivative Was computed from
3a,




On setting eq 28 to zero and solving for 6 17 we obtain
Eqyations 27 and 29, if they can be solved will yield, the , values of d	 and
which minimize the overall cost of the i th segment.	 The solution of this pair of
I
equations turns out to be remarkably simple and rapid.
	 The following algorithm
has been implemented for their solution.
1)	 Assume values for d 0 and 6 i .	 Compute djusing these assumed values,
Let the new do be the value just computed and repeat the process until two
successive calculations of di yield the same result to within some specified
tolerance	 (say .0001).
2)	 Using the value of d i in eq 29, compute an improved value of
61 by the same method.
	
I W", 	 I
'3)	 Repeat step I using the value of 8, obtained from step 2.
Af ter an improved value of d
	 has been ob tained, repea t s tep 2. Continue thi s
process until the convergence criterion is met.
	 In actual practice, the procedure
converges in four of five iterations,
To verify that this procedure indeed minimizes system cost, C
	 was recalculated
using slightly perturbed values of d i & 81,
	 Tn all cases, C T was higher with the
perturbed values.
^9 5t7- 663	 t
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V. Comparison of Test Case Results
In order to make a sensible comparison of the JPL and FACC approaches, test
.ases were run on each program. The FACC program was run using the inputs
supplied by JPL, The input date. is included in Section V1,
a) JFL Results
The JFL program generates a substantial amount of output. Input diameters
for pipe number 1 ranged from .7" to .2 11 . Insulation thickness on pipe l ranged
from 1" to 6". A matrix of 6 x 6 points was generated, The optimum was found
to lie between .4" and .511 diameter with an „insulation thickness of about 3" on
the first segment. At .4" and .5 11 , the pipe diametar for the other segments
increased as the square root of the muss flow rate for the hot side. For the
cold side, pipe l was reduced by the cube root of the fluid density ratio as
indicated by eq 11. As stated earlier, J"L used a simplified version of this
equation. They neglected the variation of f. This factor cannot be neglected.
The viscosity of the coed fluid is twice that -- the hot fluid, so f for the
r cold side is about 20% higher on the cold side than on the hot side. This increase
gill offset the density ratio. (The FACC rasult showed the cold side diameters
larger than the hot side).
The M?L code requires mass flow units to be input, in the test case, there
",iere 19 dii f ,•,-ent mass flew rates. These were 1, 2 1 3, 4, 5 1 6, 7, 8, 9, 16,
24, 25, 32, 36, 40; 48, 49, 56 and 64, The JFL input used 11 different flow
rates. They lumped 5 and 6 into 6, 7, 8 and 9 into 9, 24 and 25 into 25, 32,
36 and 40 into 40 and 48, 49 and 56 into 56.
The fluid temperature is considered constant throughout the network (actually,
„two constants, one for the hot side and one for the cold side), The JFL code
,
has alt additional requirement built.i'"'"There is a maximum permitted pressure drop
within
,
a pipe. If the pressure drop exceeds this value, the pipe size is
adjusted upward until the pressure drop criterion is satisfied, In the region
of the minimum, this restriction was not invoked.
b) FACC Results
The FACC code was used to analyse the same network. The results were as
follows. On the hot side, the optimum diameter was ,44" with 3" of insulation.
The pipes carrying more fluid were larger with more insulation. An examination4,. ,
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hotThe cold side diameters were all about 7/R lait;her than the	 side,	 They
also followed the same approximate square root relationship, altnoutti there is
z
noCtiing in the program which explicit7^r imposes this relationship,
xn the FACC code, the number of flow units in each pipe is not on input.
f The program determines it from the geometry of Lhe network, 	 Furthermore in each
r` segment, the temperature drop is determined, The thermal losses are computed
from the more exact eq 3,, and in each segment, Tl is different.
The conclusion is that although the two programs approach the problem
, differently, trey yield substantially the same result.	 The most glaring
i difference is that JPL finds smaller cold side pipes that hot.	 This discrepancy,




Appendix - Data input
I The tent case considered a system with 512 collectors in which the heat
transfer fluid was Therminol 66, The input data is tabulated below,
Variable Value
NCOL 512 number of collectors
^. "COL 1017 ft` area of one collector
Id , n 800 watts/m2 i.nsolaton level
BCOL .61 collector efficiency
f
T^ 100°F ambient temperature.
T1h 600°F hot side temperature
QT1 400°F cold side temperature.
D 47 ft spacing between collectors
i
11p .8 pump efficiency
11e
.34 Rankine efficiency
N $1500/kWt value of power
' CpH .628 TUTU/lb °F specific heat of hot fluid
C
C 
.534 BTU/lb°F specific heat of cold fluid
0
M .499 lb/sec mass flow rate: in pipe 1
k
 516 BTU in/hr ft thermal conductivity or hot,side
i








µII	 .0049 stokes	 viscosity of hot fluid
^w
	
µG	 .0098 stokes	 viscosity of cold fluid1
`	 CIV	 $20/ft3	 insulation cost:
CFI,$.20 /lb 	 cost of fluid
Pipe cost is given by
Cp = (10 + .625d) L
	 ($)	 d < 4"
(5 + 1.9 d) L
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	 NO. QUANTITY DESCRIPTION PRICrPin Iea FT
CD SMLS BLK PE ASTM-A-106 GR 8
1 9200' 17'/24'	 RL	 3/8 SCH 40
	 675 X 091 97.08 120 DAYS
2 8200' 171/24'	 RL	 1/2 SCH40	 840 X
	 109 112.85 A.R.O.
HF SMLS -- BLK - PE ASTM-A-106 GR B
13-onn t 171/24'	 RL
	
3/4 6 1CH 40	 1.050 X	 1'-3 128.9° if




5 13,000' 17'/24'	 RL	 1	 1/4	 SCH 40	 1.660 X
	 140 189.18
6 700 17 C /24'	 RL	 1	 1/2 SCH 40
	 1.900 X 145 214.47
SMI-S BLK PE ASTM-A-53 GR B
7 700' 17'/24'	 RL	 2" SCH 40
	 2 318 X. 154 238.48
8 700' 17'/24'	 RL	 2	 1/2 SCH 40
	 2	 7/8 X 203 296.96
9 1000' 171/241
	
RL	 3" SCH 40
	 3	 1/2 X 216 399.93 tt
SMLS BLK PE ASTM —A- 106 GR 8
10 1500' 17'/24'	 RL	 3	 1/2	 SCH 40
	 4 X 226 864.08
DELIVERY WOULD BE MADE VIA OUR TUBESALES
TR UCKS.
TERMS ,ITEMS 1 THRU 6 AND ITEM 10 1/2% 10/25TH
ITEMS	 7,8,9,	 2%	 10TH PROX.
PRICES FIRM EXCEPT IN THE EVENT OF PRICE INCR SE
AT PRODUCING MILL LEVEL AND INCREASES IN
FREIGHT RATES.
STOCK LISTS AVAILABLE ON REQUEST
!^	 f9 5	 3
QUOTATION
s
®	 rrlLift— 	 !	 1111 TuuGwAY t Lott AN4E :6 .
	 .	 +,Y^^ I.1.	 CALIFORNIA A41(7 .i0 ^./' PHONE 71. TTet
Dole 2-17-81
FORD AEROSPACE AND 4.4"UNICATIONS CORP. F.O,Q, NEWPORT BEACH, CA
• AERONUTRON1C DIV,
FORD ROAD, BLDG. 10 0 ROOM 295
	 Terms SEE BELOW
NEWPORT BEACH, CALIFORNiLA 92660
ATTENTION: MR. J.E. MAYER
REPERENCEI 083305




Prices quoted may be increased or decreased by changes in mill prices and freight rates.
Shipping schedule is based upon unmedlale placement of your order.
Al l
 Materials offered from stock nrn subject to prior sole,
	 I
	
u ation is made in accordance woh trade customs and practices printed an the reverse side.
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1 OF POOR QUALITY
u2211 TUeEWAY • LOS ANGELES .CALIFORNIA • 90040 O PHONE 723+7781
Date 2-17 -81
FORD AEROSPACE AND QOMMUNICATIONS CORP, F,OB NEWPORT BEACH, CA
• AERONUTRONIC DIV.
FORD ROAD, BLDG. 10 0 ROOM 295	 Terms SEE BELOW
NEWPORT BEACH, CALIFORN0 92660




We are pleasea ►o quoie as ronows;
a
+t C:4 NO. QUANTITY DESCRIPTION
PRICE
PER 100 aT.
CD SMLS BLK PE ASTIR—A-106 GR B
1 9200' 17'/24'	 RL	 3/8 SCH 40	 675 X 091 97.08 120 DAYf
2 8200' 17'/24'	 RL	 1/2 SCH40	 840 X	 109 112.85 A.R.O.
X
HF SMLS BLK PE ASTM-A-106 GR B •
13,000' 17'/24'	 RL	 3/4 SCH 40	 1.050	 X	 113 1.28.98
4 3,000' 17'124'	 RL	 1	 SCH 40	 1,315	 X	 133 153.86
5 13,000' 17'/24'	 RL	 1	 1/4 SCH 40	 1..660	 X	 140 189.38 rr
6 700' 17'/24'	 RL	 1	 1/2 SCH 40	 1.900 X	 145 214.47 rr
SMLS BLK PE ASTM—A-•53 GR B
7 700' 17'/24'	 RL	 2" SCH 40	 2 3/8 X	 154 238.48
8 700' 17'/24'	 RL	 2	 1/2	 SCH 40	 2	 7/8 X 203 296.96
9 1000' 17'/24'	 RL	 3" SCH 40	 3	 1/2	 X 216 399.93
SMLS BLK PE ASTM-A-106 GR B
10 1500' 17'/24'	 RL	 3	 1/2 SCH 40	 4 X 226 864.08
DELIVERY WOULD BE MADE VIA OUR TUBESALES
TRUCKS.
TERMS	 ITEMS	 1 THRU G AND ITEM 10 1/2% 10/25TH
ITEMS	 7,8 0 9,	 2%	 10TH PROX.
PRICES FIRM EXCEPT IN THE EVENT OF PRICE INCREASE
AT PRODUCING MILL LEVEL AND INCREASES IN
FREIGHT RATES.
STOCK LISTS AVAILABLE ON REQUEST
Prices quoted may be increased or zecreased by changes in mill prices and freight rates.
Shipping schedule is based upon anmediote ,1 ocement of your order.
Al l
 -+oterials offered from stock are subject to prior sale. 	















I ^carnllcos Carbon Steel Pic p
 r' `IST,tif 106E
1> 	 tjQ ft 3cl.c6ulc 80 - 3/€3 inch 	 Dia	 NOTE: PRICES ARE IN CFT.
9." it Z60.c illa 00 - I /2 inch Lim
? 1C... .ft kl eI., c%ttic 80 - 3/' inch TJia
:.* eft `'cl c&_%lc £0 - 1.00 inch I)ia
i Zi ,.t, C%,cJL`u. -, 80 . 1-1 /4 inch Dia
4 Cv
•► ^
t cheCoule 80 - 1-1/2 inch Dia
W_c 00
	
inch I)ace	 - 2.00	 a, rt
r•
cI
1 LJ` J o { chcC:,ae C0 - 2-1 /2 inch Dia
100 ^Lt c1,_c;rt:Ia	 0 - 3.00 inch Dia
i	 15 Z; 't `chcCule 80 - 3-112 inch Dia
[PLEASE CONTACT DAN EATON WHEN PLACING YOUR ORDER.
"PRICE IN EFFECT AT TIME OF SHIPMENT TO APPLY."
SPECIFY MAX. IJE..GMS AM IDSNTIFY POINTS OF QMUMTY, LEPIGTH AND
MLIVERY PRICE WXAM'.
,'	 ^"y	„	 ' t:: +•j. L: awe; s z:0
I


















„x1.\ .7 1' xL'Tlt r.UPPLY CO.
r7 .:.,- S. Capitol AV.
city c f jaJus try, CA 91749
ORIGINAL PAGE: IS J
OF POOR QUALITY
w	 /4	 { + `'^ i i t.^, f {	 4t1.T^t(,'•Fd,^}r^.+^"^¢'L^'i^^
'	 7 r	 4X F ^r;+h`j^J 4 ti2^^tLt
.+i '. ft I a\N' •^ ^ ZY+, f; iJ i l^
	
^ r'l^^ty
• '+ f	 ,•a•^r'f \ ^1` 	i'41'f ..4N\.`^^yKn`vli^
+ t om	 ^ ^	 w ♦!t \i^
I., );U 0 L^ Hl'LiLt REACH 1^ r "^ ,t WHIM	 T
Na U TLA THAN	 Y^	 2-
i"Ct F T P•?ii OL't,TATIDN IS ALSO SJUJEgT TC	 N "(




t'tfA t1 rry"^ pY^i ^• 	 TRADE 0I;C()UNTSt-AND 101,1 14 01t'A11i U1^ftt ' i IU'1
	
`o4'stro Orrow
TWO,}AItS Atli)+)it TAY fIRIM YI)Ip PRICE OUT ,NGI.Wir ALL 01140
AP IA U Aiit t LAXPI ',At i'sp AN11 U'9E TAX UAtU r AN11 hiE REbPV%!Ii




t	 it uNAlnl D•^ MI ^kr;TTr wfettico PtFAst smm w,,u,-t# 1NL
QIIANiIIY Yl)t1 { Ah 1W;'PtY AN11 YOU14 GUAhAN r E1^0 GeN4tw,kFJ
I i i tAat iNIIFIII tiNi t 1 1 141( t OPPCOSOE E A C H dtsM AND MAIL WIP0
Purll't ni Y atria n ItI hoy Gt)AfirAflY RI IAININEi ptDD(R 4 t.t2t l r 1'11
YDIII i It) 1 t 141 Nt I
LYitl tt I tII+I11'.I'1INUIN,I I'l i A41 NI (r it JO NI)	
08330 2
wLY TO FORD AEROSPACE AND COMMUNICATIONS CORPORATION
AEnONUTnONIC DIVISION
FORD ROAD
NEWPORT BEACH, CA 112660
AttENtIQN	 PNUNC	 I,1'
^'.E. rL?Y^'x:, lr r 714-759-648 6
midg,. 1'0, tun. 295	 FACC MITI TE1  tS
"wel i ve_red
:ty of Industr
., . t O Days
. V^ b
Our Truck
:Pta.A50\trj #40P CF EH, R\
1	 Our Truck
(Dan Eaton, Inside Salas Supervisor
























'	 ^•`! Ford Aerospace S	 •"• "	 ^ "	 ORIGINAL PAC,^^ 10I
!. Communications Corporation	 E Ci E . l FOR	 O	 p ION{	 OF POOH QUALI
WBL' SUPPVI CO-	 7ECEIVED
F	 'Z (
	
Cw,t0^. ^1V,	 GENitt ^{^y 	pnf7	 AA'' Ty ^• /
.,s ,. y c r Yaduc try, CA 91749
	




,(EI' l JD , 4h DISCOUNISI AND 1 MIS 00f((yy^^^
P01,11 NI ON NlAt,"H,AtS OR : EA,,46b LISTED BELOW
I	 01,111 $At(S Ih,». I I.	 t(%x rI,4f. l y oUR PR ICE BUT INCLUDE AIL 0114119
AVI O M AM F tt'•^r%t.L^, YlrjaAN( ►.l,5C IAA StArUS AND IHE IILSPONh,
lilt ItY t0 ) it	 T`y1 r 	 hOf IlLt. 01E iNDICAtErl ON tHt
`,!-	 v,ilif,ttA	 011 PA 1`,• J{ R17, ^^"
11 :11A{ttl 10 YA11 11Y AR1(JNNJ SPLCIFIED PLLASE SHOW HLIII ON I'll
mIAN111Y YUtl (f.N r, U llt+t Y ANN YOUR GUANANTEED DFI WfHII r,
	
My^	 y - .,	
.-}	 J'It Ar+f INit It  0!0!11 PINt.L 4)PUUSIIF EAL.N ITEl,1 ANt) IA Alt (, alPr
'(" 
n 
t aM"" •	 "h	 w	 .r^.., n	 +'".•	 s	 {'H,l11 II Y	 11 t 1. 1 1 J TRI	 I	 r'	 t
	
L J t ^ , ! «^ l.a^,' r	 1 t'x k.^ Y	 1' a'^++	 t 	 I ! i	 L	 S CLlh1f ANY N( tA1NING UIDLIE{i y tt l Y Ft*H^
s*:♦ w^	 r►




+j,9;}9' .t C^^ , t . .T.('
 "^',w r„•r^:7i°'rtirs i1	 13'..'M1'
{tt
i.	 -	 a ^	 • T} Yr..Zy^. .a^^'	 t... 'I'^,1^'"^` '^r^y ^.a, w+'ti•: Lt«^	 f}F9
'	 i	 ^^-'•l ..( • 1 4r,J h. h::^ ti «. I.rTt r^ ^+w:^.'br'+^	 A	 X4(7r i.	 ..+„ ri,	 jY - tiK+`t'L' ^ M.'^.^. 1•Ie,; • rj` ,t`t:(;f
	
^; ° ;r .I	 t I l r n,?w^ ^t
yri wt,^tr+r	 t	 ,,•	 t	 I I	 ♦ 	 i	 3 ! rrr'^	 n p. J^ 	ti'!H{ 14 U1U1F rI I U IINN4 PtLAKE r1}FEN 1  NO 083303
+«	 t	




FIF.PLY TO FORD AEROSPACE AND COMMUNICATIONS CORPORATION
	
7	 ^f' C•^ Lr:^ r(t ,'^h s.
, +.R^?;`	 AERONUTRONIC DIVISION 	
1
It	 r	 t •r.^ "`a
	
f	 !f." ,r	 FORD ROAD
1
is	 ,' .	 (	 •3..	 ",N , ,,, t -^A'"^t, t'^ 4,
	
NEWPORT 6EACH, CA 92660
t,.i"`- .., ^..	 . ,...	 n_ .	 ...y.t'. 3 	 rnl..^	 A(tLNIIGN	 NHONE	 !. 7
	
FnU,E	 'NHITTEN
r s LATLA THA N 	2-19-G1 '	 J. E. Mayer, Buyer	 714-759-6406
'`	 L c 7
	
;Or,C JCTATION IS ALSO SU9JECT TO NONE
	 FCC= T=IZS	 -•^ ^^	 _
r ,+L,O ` 3 n14 THE LISTED ATTACHMENTS
I




^,... t	 Sommicos Carbon Steel Pipe per ASTI'1 106B	 ,^
,t?IIJ	 `fit	 UchcU.?c 40 - 3/3 inch Lis	 105.1 41
z,v") 
	 It	 Sc!hedl le 4,0 - 1/2 inch Dia NOTE: PRICED IN CFT.	 125.11 40
13UCJ	 iit	 ScL-c,Ix a -^0 - 3/4 inch 1).;a	 136.j' 83
HOC.	 gift Schce.taa 40 - 1.00 inch Dia 	 177 J,  21
:,.%	 I St Sc'h-cCule 0 - 1 -1 /4 inch IUia 	 222.1 00
4,	 ,t S	 e 40 1-1 /2 inch Dia	 '"'	 245.; 00
; *
~ 	
I cLL.^ .:' e f 0 - 2.00 inch Dia	 343.1 42
I
i'iiJ	 ;.t	 : r^:CC:L.:'_e 40 - 2-1 /2 inch Dia	 490 1 15
1C;.'1j	 ,it	 ScLcc idle 40 - 3.00 inch .I):Aa	 617.129
I ZI	 it Schc u2e 40 - 3-1/2 inch Dial	 742.1 16.16
I 	 PLEASE CONTACT DAN EATON WHEN'PLACING YOUR ORDER.
"PRICE IN EFFECT AT TIME OF SHIPMENT TO APPLY."
SPEC?:Y I%1-1. =--N(7,ZM AND IDENTIFY POINTS OF QUANTITY, LEINGTH AND
r	




I t. Dt vt^I	 OUOFE MU51 BE VALIO UNFIL	 FOR FORD - OS	 N ' _MM NICATIONSCORPUr7AilON	 !
1. 3 ti 3 ^:^^0	 lays	 DATE	 !
. 	 4A4 tl
F "..^0 I I.., I!. CFt.t.LTlbi^flCST'CE `}'^L2^ itl'^^^ °	 '^^'f' Ft?1 h'N7>: 	 .+n^nL'a n2 mTa	 tf'ta	 ancrt
,.	
..rte	
TNAFiSPURTATiON TERMS	 ® LARGE SUSINESS
KI S Y TUBESUPPLY CO ANYDelivered	 Our Truck
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11968 RIVERA ROAD SANTA FE SPRINGS, CALIFORNIA 90870
PROJECT Pipe Insulation
QUOTATION
TO	 Ford Aerospace DATE 2-13-81
Ford Rd. QUOTATION No.
	
1700
Newport Beach, CA	 92660
TERMS Not :)q Days, No ItelcuUnn r111nwnd.
ATTENTION F.C.B.	 Our Warehouse
Ron Polziun DELIVERY	 See Below
GENTLEMEN:	 THANK YOU FOR YOUR INQUIRY, WE ARL PLEASED TO SUBMIT THIS PROPOSAL FOR YOUR CONSIOLRATION.
4
Owens-Corning Kaylo 10 calcium silicate pipe insulation. All prices in 36" lenghts.
W
Inside Wall Price per lin. ft. Price per lin. ft. Price per lf.
Dia. Thickness 2000 lf. or less 2000 1f. or greater Alum. Jacket
12 11 311 $ 3.88 $ 3.60 $	 .921211 3-121' r 6.47 $ 6.01 $	 .97
3^4" 3 -12" $ 6.62 $ 6.15 $1.01
l" 3-1/2" $ 9.11 $ 8.46 $1.05
1-1,4" 4i1 $ 9.32 $ 8.66 $1.18
1-1/2" 4t1 $10.05 $ 9.33 1$1.19
2" 4" $10,78 $10.01 $1.26
2-1/2" 4-1/2" $12.64 $11.64 $1.51
3 11 4-1/2" $12.81 $11.89 $1.51
3-1/2 11 511 $16.11 $14.96 $1.64
Delivery: 2 to 3 weeks from receipt of order.
NOTE: Prices quoted are those in effect at the date shown on this quotation. Cost
increases incurred from material manufacturers between quotation date and date
of delivery will. necessitate an increase in the price shown on this quotation.
Quoted by: Michael P. O'Rourke
'
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